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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE — SATURDAY, DECEMBER 26, 1959

$125,000 At Stake In Walker Estate Fight
School Board's Answer
Opens Two Doorways
There are several ways to interpret the letter from the Memphis
Board of Education to the NAACP rejecting the association's request for complete desegregation of public schools.
There are some who feel that the letter is a brash nose thumbing at the Negro citizens of Memphis. Others suggest that the
answer to the NAACP's historic letter was purely evasive. Still
others feel that President Walter P. Armstrong, Jr., in his communication to the NAACP, has closed the door to any immediate
action toward eliminating the dual school system in this city.
We suspect that, in a measure, all of these interpretations have
some merit. However, we submit that the board's letter has opened
at least two doorolijs in the structuring of a solution to this vital
problem.
First, the board of education left ajar a door which would permit Negro parents to enter into negotiations for public school
desegregation. By no stretch of the imagination could the board
designate parents of school children as improper petitioners on a
school problem.
For this reason, it is our ardent hope that. Negro parents, having failed in their efforts through the NAACP, will act on their own
to seek a dignified solution to this urgent problem.
Secondly, the board of education left wide open the doorway
that leads to the court room. In fact, this door has been ajar for
many, many months now inasmuch as the board has done absolutely
igdfaelP
nothing toward bringing its policies in line with the law which they
SHORTLY AFTER mauriage,
ed more than 9125,000 or oneswore to uphold.
this photo was taken of Dr.
third of the estate of the
As we have said before, we are hopeful that it will not he
and Mrs. J. E. Walker. Mrs.
Former head of Isis ersal life
necessary for Memphis Negroes to take our school board to court
Walker (now Mrs. Charles
Insurance co. A. Mateo Walk'
in order to bring our school system in line with the nation's law.
Tarplest is currently seeking
Cr, present president of ties
At the SAM, time, we are convinced that stalling and evasion on the
one - year's widows support
company, is protesting the
part of our elected officials will result in nothing hut a suit.
tram
asThis
the
is
not
estate
legal
the
of
action.
Dr
does
Walknot bring
The NAACP
petition charging that she
er. Should this be granted she
sociation's standard operating poocedure. Thus, it will be up to the
was not legally married to his
would autematitaily be grant.
Negro Orem!, who are seriously concerned about the inferior schoolfather. She was Dr. Walker's
second wife.
ing their children are receielog. Some mut or,few of them %ill, have
to take the bull by the horns if the board dicesn't beat them to the
draw,
Finally, it it go on record that, like it or not, Southern school
systems are inferior. The segregated pattern has brought about second rate schools for Negro children and white children as well. It
TRIMMING TREE for 1 h e
ty Laster is distracted from
simply costs too much money for Memphis or any other city to
Father Bertrand Wei school
the job by little Janice Hoof,
operate schools on a hi-racial basis.
Christmas party Is serious
three, who Is trying to find out
Though they may not want to admit it, hard headed while busibusiness for Roderick Samuwhat JO1ly Ole St. Nick has
nessmen and lev.t headed white citizens of any professional per.
els, standing and Wi 1 Iia m
in store for her. Staff photo
suasion know that white children are receiving inferior education
Hampton, kneeling. Miss Betby Hardin.
WEST MEMPHIS, Ark.— Desk Sergeant Kermit Mibecause the city has to spend outrageous sums of money to carry
-,
the burden of the unlawful dual school system.
los Friday was found guilty and fined $25 for beating L. F.
to
white
Memphians
sensible
sufficient
reason
for
If this isn't
Palmer, Jr., editor of the Memphis Tri-State Defender Nov.
speak out for a sane solution to the present dilemma, then there
are answers to be found both in the Constitution of the United
States and in the Holy Bible,
Veteran Memphis and West Memphis observers reported that this was the first time in
their memory that any punish- Because Palmer has threatened
ment has been meted out to a civil action against the officer
white policeman for the unprovok- and ,he city of West Memphis,
ed beating of a Negro.
City Attorney W. If. Dillalutinty,
Tullos, who had been suspended appealed to Judge Edward J.
COOL YULE!
takes nothing from the Christmas
by Police Chief "Bud" Holland Rubens to excuse him as proseA whole lot of this and that observance. There's history bepending an investigation, did not cutor because "I have a conflict
• has been written about Christmas. hind Christmas. It's been observ ,
testify. Palmer and James Haw- of interests."
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full
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Most of it is trite and worn to the ed as Christmas for some 70 generkins, Tri-State Defender advertisHe was excused and Russell B.
Ale of meaninglessness. Constant ations since the birth of the great letter from Walter P. Armstrong, legal and reasonable limitations: ing representative, told the court, Sugarman, Jr., of Memphis, who
aware
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we
spiritual
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reformare
likewise
leader
and
social
however, that the editor was beat- represented Palmer, was named
Wtge and unthinking repetition injr., president of the Memphis
dicate how little attention is being er, Jesus Christ. The structure of school board. It was addressed to complexity t'd the legal and prac- en by Tulips when he came to temporary prosecuting attorney,
West Memphis police station marking the first time a Negro
the
paid to what is said about Christ- the celebration had been settled
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr., NAACP, tical considerations involved. We to post bond for Hawkins who bed
mas at Christmas-time by most by pagan folk years earlier. All
had ever played that role in this
mandate
to
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out
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propose
Memphis.
Dr.
Wellington,
over the world 4.mong primitive 238 S.
been involved in a minor traffic city just across the ler from
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accident.
Memphis.
Too many of us say "Merry man there was This practice of Smith is chairman of the educaChristmas" and don't mean mer- year end recognition of the change tion committee of the association's ing those considerations, a n d Jake Brick, 'folios' attorney, on
In pronouncing the verdirt,
adopting the course which ulti- cross examination, asked Palmer: Judge Rubens said, "The testiry. We say, "Happy New Year" for a return of the time when the local branch.
to guys we hope will be crying sun would shine brighter and the "I have received and carefully mately in our judgment appears "You didn't do anything in provo- mony is that the officer struck
this man. That has not been demost beneficial to the community cation?"
before the sun goes down. We yell, days would be longer.
The season of the year and the considered, as have all members as a whole based upon that study "Absolutely nothing:' Palmer, nied. Therefore, the court finds
-Christmas Gift" to folks who
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him guilty."
and analysts."
answered.
would put us in shock if they effect it had, on the minds and
gave us a penny stick of candy. feelings of Men had a great deal Memphis City Schools, your letter
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We sing, "May all your Christ
of December 10, 1959, together
mases be bright," with the un- bration at Jhat particular time of with the petitions enclosed with it.
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hope that they will be bright with bers a cdong the followers of
President to reply to
the trend to t urn Board as its
the brightness of hell for the per- Christ
the anc' t celebration into an ob- that letter.
sons listening.
"We are grateful for the interIn short, a lot of the importance servance centered around the comest of the public in the operation
of Christmas has been lost in tor- ing of Christ into the world.
and administration of our public
rents of worn-out Terms, phrases, However Christmas originated,
school system, and for any expresNORTII ATTELBORO, Mass. —
expressions, and words . . . and it commemorates one of the high
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seeming simplicity. At first sight basis. I can assure you that this
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sures — what people expect — fellowman. But at
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wanted to rent them the house,"
all other sights
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causes one to he so weak. Christ'
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rangement with Mr. Wing that
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enenieh to include the line, "I hale the Christian religion and
seemed to be OK with him."
the prin- oua of their responsibilities in reto see Christmas come around". ciples that Christ taught
He told a newsman "This is not
so pro- gard to the school system of the
truthful
than
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a
more
He is
City of Memphis. When on Janreally discrimination and you felfound.
poetic description of the reactions
His meaning is so near and yet uary 5, 1960, we agrin take oath
lows shoold slop your howling::
maybe unspoken reactions.. . so far. His
The Providence Journal said
cone4ts are no aim, as members of that Board, I can
of scores of others who don't see pie
Taylor. en
chairman: Lt. Tourtellot rented the Wings the
and yet so complex. His teach- assure you that it wilt he a sin- NEW ELK CHIEF— Atty T.
why they should he penalized with
fulfilling
those
intention
of
H. Murphy, second from right,
George lee, gencral chair- house on Saturday and then changings are so clear and yet so vague. cere
the annual torments of trying to
man; Atty. Murphy, and ed his mind because of strong
Out of the mouths and sucklings responsibilities as our beat lodg- just elected FAsIted Ruler of
live up to and live through Other
Elks Bluff City Lodge No. as,
Robert Jackson. en
come principles that Jesus pro- ment must dictate. We are aware
chairs neighborhood pressure.
aiple's expectations during the
man. for full page of pictures
claimed. Yet. when babes and that it is to us that the determ- gets multiple handshake from
On advice of slawyrr, the Wings,
e of the year called Christmas,
of Elks cavakade of Slam tsok the money and made a downi
sucklings become seemingly wise ination of the policies under which other Elk notables. Left to
POINT OF VIEW
our school system is to operate right are Maurice Hulbert,
see pegs 9.
payment on a house in another
Clif course, that point of view (See DARK SHADOWS, Page 2) has been entrusted by the citizens Blues Bowl Chairman; Will
all-white neighbagt.zood.

W. Memphis Cop hued
For Beating Editor

by NAT D. WILLIAMS
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Here's Full Text Of Letter
To NAACP From School Board

Claims Second
Marriage Illegal
More than $125,000 is at stake as storm clouds are beginning In form in a legal wrangle over the estate of the
late Dr. J. E. Walker who was president of Universal Lila
Insurance co. and 'Fri - State Bank when he was shot to
death in July, 195S,
At issue is whether or not Mrs.
Louise O'Reilly Walker inow Mrs.
Louise Walker Tarpley) will receive the one•third widow's share
of the $379,592 estate as required
by law.
Dr. Walker's son, A. Maceo
Walker, now president of Universal and executor of the estate, has
served notice that he will fight
an award of rune year's widow's
support to Mrs. Tarpley, who was
Dr. Walker's second wife.
WIDOW'S SUPPORT
Through Atty, A. A. Lagting, Mr.
Walker announced that he would
contest Mrs. Tarpley's court petition for the one-year's widow's
support on the grounds that a divorce granted his father's first
wife was not valid, consequently
her marriage to the late Dr.
A. MA( Co nnSLKER,
Walker was not legal.
'Both Attorney Lathing and Atty.
this amounts to $312,812.30. Cash,
Wallace Lope, Mrs, Tarpley's
bonds and stock in Tri-State Bank
lawyer, told the TH-State Defendineteased the estate to $379,592.
er that should the widow's stin•
port he granted. Mrs. Tarplcy
would automatically receive one.
third of the estate under law.
According to Atty. Lopez, Mrs.
Tarpley was not included in Dr.
Walker's will because the wealthy
insurance executive had planned
to make a new will to include his
new wife and her child whom he
BILOXI, Miss. — tt:P1) — For.
y - four South Mississippi men
was going to adopt.
In fact. Mr. Lopez said, adop- have been summoned to appear in
tion proceedings were scheduled U. S. District Court here, Jan 4
on the very morning that Judge as prospective members of the
Washington Hamilton, 76, shot and grand jury which will study the
Mack Charles Parker lynching.
killed Dr. Walker in his office.
From the list as many as 23
SET HEARING
may be chosen as grand jurors.
A hearing will be held January
The Justice Department will seek
7 to determine whether Probate
indictments from the jury in conJudge Sylvanus Polk will appoint
nection with the April 25 lynch.
three commissioners to set the
ing at the Pearl River County jail
amount of support for Mrs. Tarp.
hey.
(See )URY, Page 2)
Major beneficiaries under the
will were A. Mace() Walker and 11111111111111illilinillitilittillinlii11111111111111111111111111111111
his sister, Mrs. Johnetta Walker
See Page15
Kelso,
For The
Dr. Walker's major holdings,
Holiday
according to an inventory of the
estate, were 2502, i shares in UniversalLife' Worth $125 a share,
nntlIntlitit11111M111111111/111111111111111111111/O111111Nlinig
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THIS COUPON IS WORTH 10 VOTES IN--*IDark Shadows
THE QUEEN Of CLUBS CONTEST!
Mail to

to man, and a suggestion
at
man strive harder to become more
sensitive to the all-pervading pres. . to the exteat
)(CONTINUE') FROM PAGE I) ence 'if God
Sat., Dec. 26, 1959 1
that he will provide a place in
I and mature men and women, they his heart for the in-dwelling pres)prove to be so dumb and .double- ence of the Father of Grace and
dealing with the principles of thus bring peace to his own soul.
Contest Director, Tri-State Defender,
Most folk don't see the concept.
C
rohoArsnitsdt.
P. 0. Box 311, Memphis, Tennessee
the reasons Too many have never heard of 'It.
that's one
CONTINUFD FROM PAGE flI
Christmas"
greet.
"Merry
Too
many . . . having ears, hear
or
ings seem so hollow and yet SO not . , saving eyes see not . . .
hi Poplarale.
Bring to Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.
promising. Folk clutter the mean- have hearts, never feel the spirit
Several white men from the
ing and true spirit of the greet- . . . that Christ symbolizes and
I cast 10 votes for the Queen of Clubs contestant whose name
Poplarville.area are believed to
I ing with so many "in-betweens" God sent.
appears below with the knowledge that each voter may send
have bedfnumed by the FBI in,
of emotion, indifference, and what- In the face of such misconcepin as many coupons as he or she wishes so long as they are in
a report gp.., the persons who ab11 have-you.
•
tions, complete misses and near
The
I
r.A.„
Parker.
office
of
The
6
ducted an murdered
the
Tri-State Defender or postmarked by
P.
Perhaps, however, Christ's pur- misses, is there any wonder
government, is expected to t r y
February 29, 1960.
1 pose has been or is being best that so many worlds and shades
them for violating a person's
served even with the shabbiness of meaning are suggested when
rights.
too often attached to the Christ- someone says, "Merry Christmas."
I Vote For
k Among the 44 prospective grand
) mas observance. In growing num- WHAT THEY MEAN
jurors are four men Dom Pearl
bers men are at least hearing What they mean depends most(Please print contestant's name.)
River County — David B. Schallabout the word, love. How they ly on who is saying it . . . and to
Or of Picayune, J. D. Janes, jr.,
view it will depend upon the point whom they are saying it. The
refused to indict anyone for the Modern Toyko has a poulation
ef Picayune, Harlon Smith of Pop- Carriere.
of view. Christ's main sermon was term can be used in prison to
of more than eight million.
Pearl River County grand jury lynching.
iarville and Hubert Mitchell of
a plea against man's inhumanity mean one thing . . . when spoken
WO.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

tram guard to prisoner. it can
mean something else when epois•
en from prisoner to Lprisoner. It
can mean something else when
spoken by prison chaplain to warden . . and still something else
v.hen spoken by a visitor to the
prisoner to another visitor.
Nobody can answer that one for
you. it's your play. It may be suggested that the teem can have a

dozen shades of meaning . . . or
it can have one clear, unwaveiing, moving meaning. . . a mean
log over and beyond the doubt- &
fears, tensions, and shortcomings V
. a meanof our materialism
ing that reaches into the full essence of the word Love. Now, whatchubet? MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!
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CARD OF THANKS
a
To my many friends in Memphis and Somerville,
g Tenn., I wish to express my sincere thanks for your
g thoughtfulness and generosity during my recent hospitalization and convalescence. Your prayers, cheerful f-E visits, beautiful flowers, gifts and get-well cards were

H

E a source

of strength and encouragement. God's
E. choicest blessings upon each of you . . . Gratefully

!yours'MRS. HATTIE LAWRENCE STEWART

With Santa we send to
all our many friends
in this community our
greetings and wishes
For a merry Christmas.
The Management And
Employees Of

New Daisy Theatre

Glad greetings
and best wishes
for the ilalidav.

KAUFMAN'S
SHOE STORE
2250 Lamar Are.

NetilgA4
AND
BEST WISHES FOR CHRISTMAS
CORONATION BALL — The
Lutheran Cooperative School
held its Coronation Ball recentl)s.iPietnred above is the

nice Braboy, Louetta Sylvia
Brandon, Queen Debro Carter,
King Michael White, Ronald

king and queen with their
court. From left are Freda
Williams, David Walker, Ja-

Elmore, Walterine
Morris,
Kenneth
Parker, Deborah
Boyd and Alonder Sheppherd.

ACE COAL COMPANY
We Are Exclusively Dealers For
BLACK ACE COAL, EGG LUMP AND STOKER
We Deliver Anywhere in the City
242 SOUTH PARKWAY E.
WH. 8 • 2585

W. E. TAYLOR, OWNER
1959

Our thanks and
best wishes to
all of you who
have been our
patrons during
the past year.
May your Yule
be a merry one
and bright.

St. Andrews A. M. E. Church
Dr. H.

Ralph

Jackson, Pastor

Ackson 6-3848

Frets) Management And

MEN'S CLOTHIERS
& TAILORS

1404 Lyceum

St.

JA. 5-8663

Employees Of

TONY'S INN

LOUIS LETTES
228 So. Main

246 East Calhoun Ave.

We have many friends in this community and to all
of them we say Merry Christmas and thank you for
your loyal patronage. Have a wonderful Christmas.

WH. 2-9281

Southern Funeral Home
One Of The South's Finest

440 Vance Ave.

JA. 7-7311

hrigo
Idenye

rrrg
• Tflristnitto
May your
Christmas be
rich in the
% spiritual
joys of the
season.
1 9 59

it is a pleasure to express oil:
hea,-ifelt thanks lor iiihoncr

We pause in the midst Of this

busy, happy season 'to

extend our hand in friendship to you. To thank you

of serving you during the

for your splendid cooperation and good will

Every year, the anniversary of Clirist's

to hope

birthday challenges us anew to re-examine
for a continuation of the pleasant relations now exist-

z:kta

ing between us, and to wish you and yours a pleasant

our salues in the light of His love and His

and joyful Christmas.

compassion. The quality of Ilk supreme

tiC)U. 4aL'La CLAM*/ Of

friendship has inscribed itself upon our hearts.
Let us extend our hearts and hands to each

TAYLOR'S
Gulf Service Station

AUTOMOBILE SALES
COMPANY
'Nation's Largest DeSoto, PI ymouth Dealer"
Value Headquarters For 40 Years

309 UNION AVENUE

Courtesy Rambler

other in friendship. Merry Christmas to all.

NAACP
Memphis Chapter

2516 Poplar At Merton

1731 Castalia

WH. 8-7390

Rev. D. S. Cunningham, President
E I. Davis, vice Pres
Mrs. Rufus Thomas, &my.
Mr. J. C. Stafford, Treasurer

[Wanoubt
flings V
mean11 eswhatAS''!
_
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Telephone Man
Lit The First
Yuletide Tree?

eeting e d
By South Side
Civic Group

.
ver-

WEST MEMPHIS, Ark
The
South Side Civic club held its first
meeting of the m.inth at the home
of Mill Roxey Whitfield of 32S S.
17th St. Ten members were present.
The civic organization donated
925 to the Goodfellows fund and
is planning to give baskets to the
needy on Dec. 23. The next meeting sill be held in the home of
Rev. and Mrs. Florestine Smith,
519 South 15th st.
Mrs. Melissa Raney is club president; Mrs. Florestine Smith, secretary and Wallace Caradine, reporter.

Wherry Medical college held
a dinner meeting recently at
Universal Life Insurance cafeteria. Highlights of the c o
lege's meager beginnings were
discussed by the above, from
left, standing Dr. W. E. Porter, Dr. Fred Rivers, Dr. John

MEHARRY
ALUMNI DINNER — The local alumni if

SEASON'S GREETINGS

To our many friends we send greetings and our thanks
for your patronage.

Ragland's Service Station
382 Beale Avenue
La

JA. 8-9672

Around the campus everythihg
is swinging "n" swaying. The students are especially proud of all
the extra activities that are being sponsored for t h e queen
drive. Last Thursday the senior
class sponsored one of the most
memorable platter parties that
was thrown at FCT. This affair
had the feature of past and present hits played. Some of the outstanding dance couples present
were: Sadye Beatrice Thompson
and Leroy Rhodes, whose version
of the "slop" was real ''gasser."
Maxcine Pye and Herbert Slowas "way
cum's cha-cha-cha
out." Mamye Clark and Charlie

NCE
LIABILITY INSURA
EVERY DRIVER

Club News

Fayette

l

St. Augustine,
Father Bertrand
Host Supervisor

741

AVAILABLE FOR

•

Set., Dec. 26, 1959

!ERR LADIES
The morning October and Ni
Did you know it was a safety' veintier meeting of the ICRR La
the
minded. New England telephone dies Social club were held in
man who first pulled a switch lovely Casablanca club room
and made a Christmas tree light Mrs. Ida Martin was hostess for
up like a busy switchboard' Here October and Mrs. Luverta Rogers was- hostess for November.
is the story;
Years ago, many families used Both meetings were largely atwax candles to decorate their. tended by the members. After the
Yuletide evergreens. The burning business- session recreation per
tapers cast a beautiful.-but dan- iods were conducted by the Progerous — glow among the tinder- gram Chairman, Mrs. I re n e
White. Both hostesses outdid
dry needles
The search for a safer substi- themselves in serving a delicious
tute began when a little boy chicken dinner and dessert menu
crawled under his Christmas tree —on a flower bedecked table
Jordan, Dr. Leland Atkins and
and upset a candle. Luckily, it amid Springtime wall decorations
Dr. James Byes. Seated are only singed his hair. Still, his fa- —while soft music filled the air
Walter B. Boyd, alumni liaither at once decreed: "Candles and the occasion warmed the
hearts of all present.
son officer, Mrs. Andrewnetta have got to go."
Secret pals were revealed in the
Hawkins Jones, Dr. Harold D.
• As an employee of the New
West, Meharry president and
England Telephone Company, the December meeting, which was
Theron Northeross.
father was able to buy several held Dec. 11 at the residence of
dozen switchboard lamps. To pre- Mrs. Ida Wright, 347 Fields ave.
pare for a safer Christmas„lic Mrs. Irma A'arnado is president
soldered them to wires and cev• and Mrs. Velma Williams is sec•
ered them with colored paper. Wary.
The new decorations were admired by all.
San Diego—A modern jet fightPrice really were the center of
Though little known, the story er plane is said ti contain enough
attraction when doing what they
is true. It was reported by Leavitt
called the "shout.'
electric wiring to complete the
Morris, now travel editor for The
The top 10 females on FCT cam- Christian Science Monitor. The in- circuits and service for 38 six.
pus, according 'to your news re• ventive telephone man was Ralph i room average residences.
porter are:
E. Morris, his father.
Stella Hayes, Dorothy Finnie,
Helen Holloway, Melba Winston,
Lola Jefferson, Bettye Morrow,
Bettie Hobson, Maxcine Taylor,
Thelma Hall and Delois Carterwright.
The top 10 males are:
Carl McKinney, Charles Pye, Before the middle of the month
Samuel Williams, Laymen Pow- of December, both the St. Augusell, Herbert Slocum. Lee Williams tine grade school on Walker ave.,
and the Father Bertrand High
school on Kerr ave., had the honor of entertaining for educational
purposes Sister Mary St. Eleanor.
BVM, the schnol .itipervisor for
the Immaculate Conception Province. Both schools received honor
praise from the supervisor.
With the school supervisor, the
nuns and students were pleased
to meet and be with Sister Mary
Ramona, BVM, the provincial of
the nuns. Her visit dealt with the
The Yids seats,e world
supervision of the nuns as members of the Charity Nuos of the
wnt he complete withosa
Blessed Virgin Mary - Immacuas expression of sincere
late Conception Province who form
the faculty of the above mentioned
thanks to oar many good
schools.
friends for their

News From
By HELEN MARIE BOLDEN

Small Down Payment And Arrange Low Payments On Balance

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE. — JA. 6-0652

3 limillimiiimmuluninnionimuimilimuiuminiuntimAri
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Words of the Wise
I like to see a man proud
of the place in which he
lives. I like to see a man
who lives In It so that his
place will be proud of him.
—(Atreihain Littooln)

To OW arid all,
our best wishes
for a Christmas
holiday tilted with festivities
and fun that comes from having
friends and loved ones about you.
• I,

Linden Avenue
Tavern

:o greet our friends, who, through their
faith in us, have made this year one of

456 Linden
Clemmie Lee Ratliff, Mr.
-

continued progress. Our sincere than'
id hearty greetings to all.

XIDeinmicer

D & S BEAUTY SHOP

o-b

THAT RIPPED THE "CRIME
CONVENTION" IN "APPLE LAKE, N.Y."!

"INSIDE THE ftr

MAFIA' s

1

C7 CAMER6iNITCHELL
--PLUS 2nd HIT!--

of, iNNACE14

WH 2- 5916

1552 WILSON

MANUFACTURING CO.
236 So. Wellington

0k THE RAID

Mrs. Lillian Smith
Mrs. Maggie Lane

Mrs. Anna Davis
Mrs. Essie Castle

CHICKASAW BROOM

DAIS STARTS SUNDAY!
4-BIG DAYS-4

•
/

iL is a pleasure, at this time of the year,

BY JOHN HARVEY FURBAY PH

Pit

to

SALE MIS WEEK ONLY!

•
A

S

Though penny-in-the-slot machines are used widely for forms "IlleadindleMelneillthainedleseeiNIMOMMIIMMeenderietheien
of gambling, they had a respectable origin As early as 3000 years
before Christ. Egyptian temples
used them foe dispensing holy
waiee which was sprayed on the
hands after this coin. was Mopped
in So they are an ancient idea,
along with taxi-meters of ancient
Rome and alarm clocks of Plato's
Greece. The devices we use today are different, but this
are not new In feet, there prob.
ably is nothing called "modern"
that is not also ancient-

lot.01(

1959,

The Entire Staff
Of WLOK Wishes
You A
Very

,
11

GOLDEN
GIRL

•
TI416 POWIRVID.- MOOR 110S-1

guREKik
• 141W UNIUMIAKA.1.1 11011
• SAM DUST SAG—CLIP-ON TOOLS
• EASY GLIDE RUG NOMA
• 1.111111T-01/11T—OVARANYUS

See Uwe Deloseetretiee if Our Sere at Owe ne

PHONE (Night or Day) BR. 5-7166
FOR 10 DAY HOME TRIAL

AtIr't Or49issei
woe $69.01

Tomo. Avotloblo
To Flt
TI,.
loololy

TRI-STATE VACUUM COMPANY
1533 AC:Mitt:irk

NOT ONLY DO YOU
GET A

Big Whopping 4%
But
Valuable Gifts
FREE! FREE! FREE!

Merry
Christmas

mamy friends we extend

greeting.s and our prayer
that this Yule season be
filled with cheer, love and
great happiness.

BROTHER
BOB

RIFF'S
WOMEN'S APPAREL
FA. 7-9370
2248 Lamar
Lamar Airways Shopping
Center

* Courteous Service
* Free Off-Street
Parking
eetill
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DICK 'Cane'
COLE

HONEYSUCKLE CORN MEAL
GROUND FRESH
DAILY IN MEMPHIS
.41411111alletWilltD14111111111111101talegle

Don't Put It Off
Offer Good -For A
Limited Time Only
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MUTUAL
FEDERAL

HUN KY
DORY

Joyous
New Year.

7;all our neighbors and

Open Your
Account
TODAY AT

greetiscjo

and a

1-glese
Cemplete
set if Meanie' leek

'3988

WHERE IT
PAYS THE
MOST

I959

support.

r•-",

SAVE

4+110141mIessupp,ogragicsimerat

MUTUAL FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
588 VANCE

JA. 5-6672
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RELIGIOUS DIGEST

Sat., Doc. 26, 1959

-

Ju
By Rev. G.G. Brown

/
Se
Potl
relate to members of the Middle
haw( NEW TYLER AME
We approach the day of Christ-, of Samsun and his strength which
The New Tyler AME, Bethel Baptist church who gather f o r
a rt
service on Friday at
mas which we of Christian faith was known to be in his hair. But
duct Methodist and Rock of Ages CME Christmas
candle light procession
honor and respect as the birth the fact remains that no matter
Roy( churches will worship in a United 5 a.m. A
of our Savior since, on record.
greatly enhance
then Christmas Service on Christmas by the choir will
how strong, or how much power
service. Mrs. B.
He was born on the 25th day of
righ at 5 a.m. It will be held at the the beauty of the
or wisdom we may have, the key
December.
direct
the
will
choral
sanctuFritz
M.
AME
Tyler
stately
New
As
strength is the
I wonder how many in this to all human
jut.° ary of 568 Carpenter. Rev. R. E. music.
world are preparing to return'breath of life.
Rivt Honeysuckle, the pastor of Rock FRIENDSHIP BAPTIST
with Him when He puts this world And after we have drawn out
Sr ( of Ages, will deliver the message Christmas service begins at the
on trial?
Brotherly love is the last breath. our case 13 closed.
Si P on this joyous occasion. The corn- Friendship Baptist church at 4
fundamestal principal of Christiler; bined choirs of all the churches a.m. It will consist of a sermon
Our birth and death certificates
will render music under the skill- by the pastor, Rev. F. R. Nelson,
anity which we must have to be
are made out in Heaven. After
ful direction of Robert Honeysuc. , and music,
saved.
,
life jr. Miss Mattie Holmes of,GREATER MT. MORIAH
Jesus died for one purpose — to our arrival here on earth, then
New Tyler will be organist.
save souls, not color, not money, man gives one. So many of us
A Christmas pageant and a serA special feature of the serv- mon will claim the spotlight on
nor any other material thing you may falter on this short journey
FISR'S WHO'S WHO — NamLeft to right are: Carole Hub*
rey McDonald of Sumter, S.
Clarence Wood of Birming- can name. Regardless of the great and do like Adam but disobedis
Ice will be presentation of a beau- Christmas morning at the Greated to appear in "Who's Who
bard
of
Forsythe,
Ga.;
Moss
C.; Ruth Rambo of Baton
ham, Ala.; Joseph Johnson, wisdom that man has, it is limited core has te same price — death.
tiful Christmas gift to the most er Mt. Moriah Baptist church.
in American Universities and
Yvonne Brooks of Memphis,
Rouge, La.: Janeice C,oehran
111 of Nashville. Tenn Miss- to a low degree.
outstanding member of New Ty-1 The pageant will be under the
God's promise remains the same
Colleges" for their outstanding
Tenn.;
Rhoda
Miller
of
Fort
of
Dayton,
Ohio;
DeWitt
Dykes
ler for the year 1959, Alis. Gene-, auspices of the choirs of the
ing from picture — Leroy MurGod and God alone knows the — obey and live eternally.
qualities of leadership, scholValley, C.a.; Jimmie Holliman
of Knoxville, Tenn'. Standing—
va Thurman. Mrs. Thurman, who church. Rev. John W. West, the
ry
of
Washington, D. C. and
arship and citizenship are 15
day of His return, and unless there
of Henderson, Tex.; Horace
Alva Guy of Chicago. Ill.; Wilwas given the honor by the iinani-, pastor will officiate.
Bobby Gilliam of Nashville, is a great change made in this Children of this life, I chastise
students' at Fisk university.
you as a big brother. Warn the
Greene of Liina, Ohio; Audliam Lewis of Columbus, Ohio,
mous consent of the congregation, The congregation is expected
Tenn.
world of sin and corruption, the little ones,
at
when parents have
is a steward of the church, class'4:30 a. m. The public Is also
Pron1ised Land surely won't be gone on a journey and leave things
inr
a. a
leader, Sunday school teacher, sited.
crow
der
discover
ed.
to
truth, goodness,
.
under their care, do not flirt :with
missionary worker and member
and justice, and God,' one must Seven were saved and Noah sin. Sin is much more dangerous
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
of the usher board.
made
eighth
person
the
in
his
than a rattler.
be very humble. (selected)
Directly following the service, Christmas Carols, a sermonetie
day. Nobody would listen and all You may point your finger at
•
Dear Carlotta: My problem is were lost. In this
coffee, hot chocolate and dough- and music will make up the pro.
age,
of
a
lot
gram
me today about some sinful matwhen the Metropolitan Bapnuts will be served in the lower
I need security. I am just burst- people listen but do not live in
ter, but tomorrow if You flirt with
level of the church. Officers of tist church worships on Christ.
ing with emotion and am some- accordance with God's commandmas at 6 a.m. Rev. S. A. Owen
sin you may be guilty of that same
the churehes will be hosts.
times very moody about boys. I ments. I have so often thought
act. When Jesus was on the Cross,
- Rev. C. E. Young is the pastor is the pastor.
guess I ath sort of lost. You
he cried with a loud voice, -It's
of Bethel Methodist and Rev. Rob- FIRST BAPTIST
might say I am a little too bold
learn to control your moods, all finished." That meant the plan
ert L. McRae is the pastor of New The Eighteenth rendition of
and reckless at times. I've got a
by yourself. Realize you are as of salvation not only for you and
Handel's Messiah was given at
Tyler.
superiority - inferiority complex.
The CME Ministers Wives So.
good as anybody, but not better me but for as many who believe
the First Baptist Lauderdale
, CLAYBORN TEMPLE
•
This is, I feel inferior so that I
cial
club
met
Dec.
10 at the resi41t4Or74 SnistAiq'T«. ;can make people feel that I am than everybody. Be yourself then and walk in His present's.
Christmas at 6 a.m. will find church last Sunday. The Sanctuyou won't have to bother trying Jesus left this earth on a cloud
the Clayborn membership wor. ary Choir presented the moving dence of Rev. and Mrs. W. D. Musing; If physical littleness is l ing TRUTH
and LOVE. No man superior. I need someone to make to act superior.
People will going to prepare a place for his
Ishipping with their families in story of the birth of the Saviour. Johnson of 54/ Buntyn at., 4 p.m. the condition of seeing the world
A
nie i;cel secure. What can I do!
learn to like you for what you elects and will come again. Are
their beautiful church of ate Her- The presentation of the Messiah Owing to the illness of President big, then spiritual littleness or hu-'discovers anything big unless he
you waiting and ready to join him?
are.
!makes himself small. If he magninando. The pastor. Rev. 11. L. has received such trenmendous Mrs. Lillian
Dear A. B. I think you have Dear Carlotta: I am 10 and a NEXT WEEK; A Christian's
Martin, the vice pres- mility is the condition of discoverStarks, will speak from the sub- support since it was first given
fies his ego to infinity, he will been reading too
many hooks on boy 18 says he loves me. I almost daily duty.
ject -The Lave That sent Him.", under the supervision of the late ident was in charge in the perlearn nothing, for there is nothing psychology-. You
•
are trying to love him. Is this just a crush, (Reverend Brown appears on
Combined choirs of the Clayborn'Miss Elizabeth H. Wallace in 1941 son of Mrs. Lugerta Strong.
bigger than the infinite. If he re- diagnose your case by
c
the book. and will time wear it off? Wm
,Radio Station WHEY every SunTemple church will provide mu- that an overflowing crowd is a Meeting was called to order and ).
duces his ego to zero and is no No one can supply
1
your security red.
day at 7:30 a.m.)
certainty rather than an anticipa- the worship
b sic.
longer
proud
and
conceited,
then but you. Others can help you, your Dear
leader, as usual, gave
Worried: I am sure it is
lion.
MIDDLE BAPTIST
he will discover everything big, parents, your friends,
C
the ceremony a wonderful devsyou teach- just a crush, and for your sake, BASIC
INDUSTRY'
"Mighty God" is the message Guest soloists were Mrs. Myths
even bigger than himself. His em, etc. But like an auto,
you are I hope it will soon wear off. I About
tion. Business plans for the annual
the pastor, Rev. B. L. Books, will J. Ewell. Mrs. Laneta
70 percent of India's peoworld begins to be infinite. In or- at the steering wheel.
Collins
You
must
ass
mire
it
is
not
love.
dinner
were
out,
ironed
ple
for which
are formers.
Branch, Mrs. Sirmella Exum and
T. R. Fletcher. Samuel Spann Was the hostess will be Mrs. Eulla
—
ned43.3043034/10110111011•AMOIAAA84)1343414/430.1.3.314114114
guest organist. Mrs. Lola B. Holmes.
.....3,3.1.131
Smith is the minister of music.
Mrs. Ossie A. Tolbert joined,
There will be no Christmas.
service at the First Baptist Laud. the club along with Mrs. Elizaerdale church on Christmas morn- beth L. Coleman and Mrs. L. Gering.
aldine Smith
For the dist time science has found
a new healing substance with the •sRev. H. C. l'slbrit is the minis- Election of officers was conductWishing ability to shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve pain - without ter.
ed by Mrs. Etta Boyd. Officers
surgery. is can* after ease, while
taking seats were: Mrs. Lottie
gently relieving pain, actual reducStory,
president; Mrs. Lugerta
tion (shrinkage) took place. Most
amazing of all
Strong, vice president; Mrs. Berseem's* thorLACRLAND AFR. Tex. — Airman
ough that Buff
made astonishing
nice Dunigsn, seerelary; Mrs.
statements like "Piles Mi.,. ceased le
James Arthur Harris, son of Mrs.
Thelda Atwater. assistant secre- Willie
be a problem!" The secret is a new
The Christian Service club held
McPherson of Ills Pear(I)
!waling substance (Bio-Dyne41)-distary: Mrs. Fula M. Cunningham,
,st., Memphis, Tenn., has complet
eovery of a world.famoua research their monthly meeting Sunday,
.iitatitute.This substance is now avail- Dec 20, 3.30 p. m. at the resi- 1 worship leader; and Mrs. Lillian ed his initial course of Air Force
Martin. advisor.
able in sugyetitery or ointment term denee of Mrs.
basic military training here, lie
Bessie Jefferson,
galled Preparation HS. At
drug of 370
Hernando st. Food for bas- Secret pals were revealed and has been selected to attend the
counters- mosey back summates.
kets were brought by the club very lovely gifts were exchanged. ,techniral training course for morse
Mrs. L. A. Story and Mrs. L. intercept operators at Keesler
1.1111111111111111IIIIIIICWINLIIU la II VI W
•11111EW
Strong hostesses and Mrs W. H Arft, miss. He Is 3 graduate of
Taylor, reporter
Manassas High school. Basic airmen at Lackland are selected for
members and officers were elect- specialized training at technical
ed. Plans were made for the schools on the basis of their inChristmas party to be held on Dec. terests and aptitudes. They are re30 at the residence of Mrs. Ethel assigned to the school after four
weeks of basic, and are given adMae Webb, 704 N. Fifth St.
Mrs. Bettie Dotson, president, ditional military basic training
Mrs Ethel Mae Webb, reporter. along with the technical subjects
-4 WWWWWWWWWWW'CU WWWWW*COCKY WWWWWW 41411.1r4PC4141Vti
WWWWWWWWW4 UK ICCIVC4111
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Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

For Easy, Economical Xmas Shopping,

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

VISIT YOUR QUALITY STAMP
REDEMPTION CENTERS

Christian Club •
In Monthly Meet

NOW—At 3 Convenient Locations!
1. 1323 UNION AVENUE
2. In The SOUTH GATE SHOPPING CENTER
3. In The NORTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVING WITHOUT LIABILITY
CAN MEAN:

IP

HEAVY FINES
• LICENSE REVOKED
• CANCELLATION
• REJECTION

See Us For Your Insurance
Full Compliance With
Tennessee Financial Responsibility Law

Easy Monthly Payment Plan

Auto Plan Insurance Agency
202 Dermon Bldg. — 3rd & Court — JA. 6-3966
eses•ssm•swit• mimes

•

•

Make A Visit To The One Nearest You Today!

PRAYING TIME
Our world is in great tears of trouble. Let us pray at 7 a is
for 7 minutes and again at 7 p. m. You don't have to stop your
work to pray minutes for better human relations. White friends,
I want you to pray along with us
because you really need prayer to
help you also.
Seven plus seven equal fourteen. Read the 14th Chapter of St.
John beginning with the 1st verse,
Our president has gone all out for
peace with his life for the sake of
peace. If you are going to pray,
Rev. Shipp
write to Brother Wade at WD1A
saying you are going to pray, at 7 a. m. and 7 p. in. for Seven
minutes every day until January 7. — Reverend W. L. Shipp

Yes Madame,

FESTIVE POUND CAKE
The holiday season is upon I lb (4 ('.1 Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
us and before you know it you
tsp. salt
will be up to your heart in fesC. (lunched almonds
tive preparations. Isn't this joy1 lb. butter or margarine
ous season or anytime especial1 lb. eggs 19 medium)
ly enchanting when you make
C candied Cherries
your own gift?
1 lb sugar
Jack Sprat is always happy
1 tsp almond extract
have the best in flour and
meal for you to use in your
Start oven 323 degree F. Sift
gifts. What would a more hand- the flour and
measure (makes
some gift than this festive 5 cups). Sift
again with salt.
pound cake, encircled by a sil- Chip almonds and
cherries fine.
ver leaf wreath.
Cream butter until light; grad-

In

ually add the sugar continuing
to cream until mixture is very
fluffy and light. Beat in eggs,
one at a time. Reserve
cup
of flour mixture. Add rest of
flour to mixture, Beat until batter is smooth. Add almond extract; mix remaining )2 cup
flour with therries and nuts and
stir into batter. Spoon into
greased mold or 10 inch tube
cake pan and bake for I hour
or until done. More Christmas
ideas next. time.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

(1, •

,1 ALL SNATORS
l Lincoln —Nebraske's legislature
consists of only one house and all
.of its members arec lased as senator.

JOYOUS CHRISTMAS

TO OUR
FRIENDS

COAL AS FUEL
London— Coal is he source of
; about 70 percent of the fuel and
! energy produced in the Soviet un
ion. The other 30 percent is de
rived from wood and miscellant
nose petroleum sources.

.

Merry
Christuat

The Christmas Star Shines Once Again
With A Message tit Peace And Good Cheer
We At Owen College Wish For You A Merry
Christmis And A Happy New Year.

0
iNspiRING

sHOW is always the order of the day %hen the parade
of youthful stars take to the air-lanes on the listenable Big Star
Talent Show broadcast every Saturday morning at It: to over the
Mid South most powerful watts carry this fine' talent to a tinge
line of Southern states. It's clear to see that there are young stars
if tomorrow. The Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid

.s.mth
r happ) to give literally hundreds and
hundreds of young
stars this opportunity to demonstrate to the
vast Mid South
audience what they can do. Contact WDIA
if you would like an
audition. Ahoy, are Shirley Harrison, Lillie
Robinson, Delores
Thomas, Glenda Harvey, Mona Rrooks and
Lizzie Poe.

OWEN COLLEGE
Charles L. Dinkins
Prsaident

Ray's Donut Shop
265 E. MeLetner•
WH. 2-9251
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QUEEN OF CLUBS
CONTEST

spears on
very Sun-

ndia's

pea-

.0

P)•

,Vocation for two for seven days and sirs nights
at the luxuriou s Sir John Hotel in Miami,
Florida, with room and rocals Transportation
NOT included.

Second
Prize
ER
ER

Beautiful three-piece Oskosh luggage set, lust
like th• slit used by Miss Amilir." from
Gayoso Luggag e Company, 29 S. Second

Admiral Stereophonic Hi-Fl set with mech.
in; speaker. From Tre•Stotot Vocuunt Chatter
Co., 1513 Madison,

I 00 worth of long playing records.

•
Lovely Philce table Model radio, Front RhodesJennings Furniture Co., 66 N. Morn

Beoutiful

pair of shoes with matching handbag and boa of hosiery. From Kaufman's Shoe
Store, 2250 Loma r,

Dinner

for

two once-a month for

Tony'e Inn, 1404 Lyceum

a

year

at

Road,

or

•

THIRD PRIZE
CONTEST OPENED NOVEMBER 30th
Female Members Of Social, Religious, And
1.

t)•
( young
South
like an
Delores

2.

All Others Win..

Civic

Clubs In Ten

QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING CONTEST, The contest is
open to any female member of a social, raligiOLIII, Civic Or
charity club or to any -Sweetheart- of any male club
in
, Mr
ni or Arkansas. Every cant
nt MUST
be sgunsored by a club. To qualify as an official contestant,
every applicant must complete an application form aid moil
or bring in a the office of the Tri-State D•fender with
two 121 one.year subscriptions to the Tri-State Defendist
sold at $6.00 for each one-year subscription or four
one half year subscriptions sold at S3.50 per one half year
subscription. The remittance mutt accompany the applications and the subscriptions.
HOW WINNER WILL BE DETERMINED; The contestant with
the highest number of votes at the end of th• contest.
will be determined the winner. Contestants will receive 200
votes for every one-year subscription to the Tri-State Defender
sold, and 100 votes for every one-holf year subscription sold
after auelifYinill. For the duration of the contest, a free
vote coupon will appear in every issue of the paper good
for ten votes, When a contestant qualifies, sh•
rirCel.•
SOO FREE votes automatically.

Bring or mail this coupon with check or money order
at $3.50 each.

R

for two

al um

, Mississippi
3.

WEEKLY REPORTS: Coot
nts will b• required to make
week'u reports to the Contest Director by 1 p. m. Saturday
of EVERY week. This newspaper w ill publish every week
th• names of the three leostinp contestants but will not
publish the number of ttttt each has gained.

4.

CONTEST DATES:
The contest open•d
November 30,
1939 and will close nt 6 p. m. February 29, 1960. Th•
Tri-State (Wender office will be open until 6 p.
on February 29 to receive reports. Th• door will be closed
promptly at 6 p. m. and no contestants will be permitted
to ttttt to make reports after that time. Reports moiled
to the office must be postmarked by 6 p. re. February 29,
1960 in order to be acc•proble.

S.

NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS: Winners will be notified by
March 7, 1960.

6.

EMPLOYERS On THE TM-STATE DEFENDER and members
of their irnrn•diat• families ar• not eligible to enter the
contest. Employ•es in offices rented from the Tri-State D.fender are not eligible to enter the contest.

A
A
0
D

And Arkansas Eligible To Enter.

One-year subscriptions to Tri-State Defender at $6.00 each or four half-year subscriptions
FREE VOTES FOR QUALIFYING!
DO NOT DELAY!

111111 11111 MIN UN all En
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QUEEN OF CLUBS CONTEST ENTRY BLANK
Tri-54t. Defender
236 So. Wellington
Name
Address

Phone
City

State

Name of Sponsoring Club
Name and Address of Club President
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a busi- car J. Thomas, 2347 Air Base
nessman, 55 years old looking for Group, Long Beach Municipal
a nice woman between 40 and 50. Airport, Calif.
I have been married but my wife
•••
is dead. My children are all mar- Dear Mme. Chante: I hope you
me.
with
live
not
do
red. They
can hell. me. I am a man 44
She can have One boy or girl. I years old, 6 feet tall, we
would like for her to know office 180 lbs. and single. Would like to
work. She must like church, pref
a sincere lady between 28
f
toind
erably Baptist and know how
photo. and 35. All letters will be answerdrive a car. Please send
ed. Please send photo in first letMr. J. Mayhue, Box 3128 Traffic
ter. C. Robinson, 7805 Wade Park,
Station, Minneapolis, Minn.
Cleveland 3, Ohio.
• ••
•••
Dear Mme. Chaste: I would, be
pleased to have you include my( Dear Mine. Chante: I deeply
letter in your corner. I am inter- appreciate reading your column
ested in getting to know some sin- each week. Would like very much
gle rain between ages of 30 and to hear from nice attractive young
45. I am a divorcee, age 33, 5 feet, women. I am 38 years old, brown5 inches tall, 128 lbs. My hobbies skin, 8 feet, 1 inch tall, 175 lbs.,
are reading, dancing, singing and college graduate; occupation, mei am very fond of many sports. chanic. I work in Brooklyn but
I am said to have a pleasing dis- live on Long Island. All letters
position. Will answer all mail, will be promptly answered. WilDeAmerta Wabash, 6246 S. Park- liam D. McAllister, General
livery, Brooklyn, N. Y.
way, Chicago 37, Ill.
•••
•••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a busi- Dear Mme Chante: Would like
nessmai, interested in gettiqg mar- to receive mail from ladies beried. Will consider a nice woman tween 18 and 38. I am interested
with children. Religion does not in marriage. I am brownskin, 5
matter. I am 41, 5 feet, 111-2 in. feet 842 inches tall. Hobbies are
tall, 196 lbs., dark brown complex- sports and music. All letters will
ion. I want a mate who is willing be answered and more informato help in my business and take lion will be given about myself.
my interest to heart. Frank Tims, W. Martin, C-0 Marvin Coe, 2627
jr., Rt. 1, Box 30 No. 63 Hellwig W. Monroe St., Chicago 12, III.
Farm Inc., Chesterfield, Mo.
•• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am desirDear Mme. Chante: I under- ous of corresponding with male
stand that you have helped thous- pals in the United States between
ands of men and women find
single and interested
and 40'
mates 'and friends. I would be 34
in marriage. I am Jamaican, sinvery happy if 'you would publish gle 30 years of age. Enid Fullermy letter in the Defender. I am ton' 3 Red Hills Terrace, King'
31, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, weigh 135 ton
lbs. My hobbies are sewing, reading and church work. Florette
the three Rs and the grouping Dingwall, 48 Chisholm aye., Kingof students according to ability stun 13, Jamaica, BWI.
•.•
as major causes of improvement.
W. E. Combs, specialist, secon- Dear Mme. Chante: I am one
dary education, Florida State De- of your weekly readers. I think
partment of Education at Tails- your column is the greates t.
hassee, became the new presi- Would like to hear from sincere
ladies from all over — those who
dent succeeding Dr. Colston.
Other officers elected were are interested in meeting a sin.
First Vice-President, S. M. Nab- cere, honest, companion with a
rit, president, Texas Southern very good character and an exUniversity; Second Vice-Presi- cellent background. I am single,
dent, S. A. Cain, principal, Mor- 5 feet, 10 inces tall, weigh 168
ristown College high school, Mor- lbs., with a nice brownskin cornristown, Tenn., and Secretary- plexion. I am in my thirties.
Treasurer, Dr. L. S. Cozart, presi- Kindly mail photo with your reply
dent, Barber-Scotia College, Coo. and I will do likewise. Will also
answer all letters promptly. Jan
cord, N. C.
The 1960 conference will be held Steve, 219 E. 126th St., Apt. 4R,
C-0 Cooper, New York City, N.Y.
at Memphis, Tenn.
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Southern Profs.
Get Study Grants
U

U.

La. — Wil- ological Field Station.
. BATON, ROUGE,
ham W. Craig, assistant professor He will do research and study
of Geography at Southern univer- atthe University of Illinois and
sity, has been awarded a grant the University of Michigan's Biototaling $9,100 from the National logical Field Station.
Science Foundation for doctoral Coming to Southern in 1952, the
member.
to
admitted
Ky. — Negro have been
study, it has been announced by biology professor has distinguishWASHINGTON, D. C. — The LOUI.O'v cf.:.
dimyears
three
past
the
Dr. Felton G. Clark, president ed himself in the area of biologiHoward University College of educators heard several warnings ship in
coinspecial
a
time
which
ins
come
cal research. A graduate of TUP
of Southern university.
Dentistry is described as "one of here recently that "We
evaluate
to
worked
has
mittee
all
sacrificing
Professor Craig will study at kegee Institute (B.S.), the Univer.
the best clental schools in the perilously _close to
memfor
applying
schools
Negro
tinfreedoms"
all
slid
equalities
scithe University of Michigan where sity of Rhode Island (MS) and
country" with "the latest in
bership. The committee will be
he has done one semester's work the State College of Washington
entific equipment and training." less something is done to iipprove
at the end of 1961 and
dissolved
youth.
Negro
of
edtt?ation
the
the
in
toward the doctorate on a grant (Ph.D.), he has done further
in an article appearing
colleges
31
presently
there are
from the Southern Fellowship study at the University of Hawaii.
January, 1960 issue of a Chicago Adciressing the 26th annual con
acceptance.
Fund.
ference of the Association of yet to gain
magazine.
Meanwhile, Dr. Carl F. HanThe young professor who cam.
"Alma Mater to more than half Colleees and Secondary Schools
Washingsuperintendent of
to Southern university in 1950 has
the nation's 1,G81 Negro dentists, at Central High School, Dr. sen,
told
schools.
public
received high commendation from
2 million Howard Univer- Horace Mann Bond, dean of the ton, D. C.,
1
the $3/
the group the academic performstudents, staff and his peers for
lily College of Dentistry is one School of Education, Atlanta Unihas
students
Washington
of
declared
ance
-Indeed,
all
versity,
his forthrightness and dedication
of the best dental schools in the
since
improvement
marked
shown
but
ourselves,
as a teacher.
only
for
not
lives,
country.
Internationally known
desegregation of schools.
The significant contribution he
(there are students from 18 for. for the universe" may depend
the educational per- In addition to better supervision
is making to the literature of his
eigu countries), the school is lop- on whether
for
provided
children is and teacher training
field and scholarship were imporrated by the Ainerican Dental As. formance of Negro
tant factors in obtaining the subimproved, and with immediacy. by unification of Negro and white
sociation," the article states,
on
emphasis
cited
he
faculties,
stantial grant for research and
"Translating theory into actual Nearly 200 educators from 18
study.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
practice, students work on about states heard the former Lincoln
•
Professor Craig, a graduate of
3.000 patients a year," the arti- University president score inadelonely young man who would like
BILLY OWENS WILLIAMS
Tennessee A&I university, holds
de relates. There are five public quote education, setting the tone
to meet serious minded young
the M.A. degree from the Univer.
clinics in the building, with a to- for several other eminent speakwomen interested in matrimony
sity of Michigan. He is married
tal of 180 chairs. Students work era.
and the finer things in life. I am
to the former Miss Mattylee Kenin "cubicles designed like dentists' IMPROVE QUALITY
presently in the service and would
•
nedy of Nashville, Tenn., and is
offices and costing $3,000 each," Quoting (rem a report to t he
like to settle down when I get
:he father of one son, William,
Association by Dr. J. St. Clair
the story continues.
my discharge in two years. ,I
Jr.
Price. retired Howard University
was born in Cuba and lived in
Dr. Lafayette Frederick, profesdean, Dr. Bond urged the probJamaica, British West Indies for
BILL
FIRST
bills
two
sor of Biology also of Southern
improving
NEW YORK — The
lern be approached by
sometime before coming to this
and
Detained
.
legislature.
.
received an $8,550 award
.
bill—the
university
education
The
first
'Kenya
now before the
"the quality'of
country. I am 26, 5 feet, 7 inches
from the same foundation to do
developing positive attitudes to taking the place of the Emer- Restricted Persons Bill—is an 'ad tall, weigh 160 lbs., brown eompost doctoral study and research
Regulations and the Emer- hoc measure, enabling the new plexion. I would like to meet lathe value of education as a means
at the University of Illinois and DR. LAFAYETTE FREDERICK
Powers Ordinance, could
of self-improvement and social
dies between the ages of 21 and
to
Benison,
Patrick
Sir
Governor,
The FBI has listed Billy Owens the University of Michigan's Biadvancement,"
bring in a new era of reconstruccontinuing the 26, preferably Cubans or one who
regulations
make
letters Williams, 32, as one of its "Ten
Dr. Kenneth I. Brown, execu• lion in the Crown Colony.
over all persons detained knows a little Spanish. All
Most Wanted Fugitives" who es
Among the restrictive legal pro- controls
SPRINGFIELD. III. — Public live director of the Danforth
Emergency will be answered promptly and
under
restricted
or
many
are
assistance cost the taxpayers of Foundation, St. Louis, admonish. visions which will lapse
will be exchanged upon re- coped from Florida State hospitat the date when the
Regulations
the
affecting
Illinois $18.094.204 in October. ed the graip at the banquet ses- important measures
Z-25 Os- al at Chattahoochee, Fla.. March
bill becomes law, and also to de- quest. Oscar J. Thomas,
21, of last year.
cost sion on ll,l
Cook's
Cook
lack of
6 county share of this
of the ordinary Kikuep.
the 'conspicuousives
Cahi
terremaining
80
for tam any of the
was $11,977,005, Peter W.
Billy, who is also known as Wilapplicants for scholarships a n d These include the regulattins
1,000)
captured.
about
if
numbering
rorists
(probably
executive secretary of the Illinois ognrents. He declared this to .be ietention of persons not now unlie Anderson, Owen Williams and
restrictdeliberately
is
bill
re.
The
recent
at
was approved in the
Public Aid Commission. reported
Gene Williams, is wanted for unof the many things winch der control (except fugitives
or
, those controlling Move- ed to persons under control
to Gov. William G. Stratton.
port of the independent Fairn lawful flight to avoid prosecution
right be done to achieve academ- large)
All
large.
at
still
fugitives
listed
to
The caseloads of the five public '
ment and requiring the Kikuyu
ic excellence.
de- Committee. These, it is felt, will for the crime of kidnaping and
enabling other emergency powers of
aid programs in October dropped
Jan. 22, 1927
retiring Association presi- have Passbooks, those exacted, tention and restriction will be re- have to remain under control for armed robbery. Born
by 1,073 persons to a total of 374.- The
be
work to
Tampa, Fla., Williams is deDr. James A. Colston. presi- communal
linquished. Four classes of Per- some time, until they are recon- in
to
authorities
952 as compared to September's dent,
by
the
FBI as being 5
scribed
Knoxville College, these enabling the
cited with and acceptable to their
October. dent of the
vii- sons are affected:
load of 376.025 fkrsons• ,
ft. 11 1.1, weight 164 to 175 pounds
conference ord,,r the Kikuyu to live in
the
told
people.
';ennessee,
own
Detained
917
1959 was higher be 32,306-Versons
transit camps. and to
black hair, brown eyes, dark
is running out on us" in lages or
But their reclamation is to be with
551 Restricted
dwellings. They
than October, 1958 with 342.646 —rime
psycho- complexioned. He has a gold tooth
and
to get Negro colleges close shops and
social
drive
a
as
treated
Convicts
the
141
persons,
system of licens.
in upper right front; small black
to membership to the also include the
logical task, not as a penal proband the (about) 2,300 Minor offenders
Aid to Dependent Children rose admitted
moles on face (4) a cut scar on
:association of Colleges Ing of Printing Presses.dangerous Of these, before the end of the hem. Virtually all of them
..outhern
third
the
for
rate
sloeing
at a
inner side of right forearm, a scar
powers to proscribe
Schools.
300 detainee, are expected -become eligible for rehabilitation from a burn on left forearm.
year,
internally.
successive month. October's case- and Secondary
Produced
to be released, and 210 restricted and release. Since the beginning Occasionally he grows a musA total of 34 Negro colleges Publications
loads carried 146,742 persons
persons, under the Governor's an- of the emergency a total of some tache. He is considered to be exnounced "act of grace". One hun- 78,000 detainees have already tremely
dangerous and most likedred and twenty-two serious Mau been released.
Is' armed.
Mau convicts, including 16 mur- In view of the "act of grace,"
wrote
derers, will be transferred to the no prosecution for offenses con- Few months ago Williams
Chante, .Delist of detained and will he im- nected with the emergency prior a letter to Mme.
fender's Lovelorn Corner editor
mediately available upon their re- to Nov. 10 (the date of the anpen pals,
lease from prison for the ordinary nouncement) will be launched, and director, requesting
was answered by a
process of rehabilitation leading This amnesty extends also to ter- His letter
whom
to full release. Nineteen convicts rorists still at large, provided reader of the column from
they surrender by December 31. Williams requested money on prewill be released at once.
was
he
help
needing
when
tense
of
Altogether, within the next few The changes will not affect
, he
weeks. some 2.500 people serv- Jomo Kenyatta and his associates released from "hospital,"
told her he was in. Naturally he
ing short terms of imprisonment who are being held under ordisaid nothing about being in hospitfor minor offenses on both sides nary, not emergency. powers.
for his rewill be released from imprison. During the course of the ses. al prison with no plan
ment, in addition to the 510 from sion, measures will be introduced lease.
the detained and restricted lists to strengthen weak points in the If you receive a letter from perpermanent law of the Colony son answering this description nalmentioned above,
Detention and restriction of the which the experience of Mau Mau fy the FBI. He, according to the
WILLIAM W. CRAIG
remaining hardcore Mau Mau have shown to need alteration. FBI, is very dangerous.
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Public Aid Cost
At $18,094,204
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WILLIAM OWENS, (left). in,
sinsesor. ,oto mzebviles at
Tulsa Southena university en.
Armies a new 19611 Oldsmobile
NON donated to the univer-

sky by the Oldsmobile Divi•
Mon of General Motors ('or
motor
Doralion, recently. This
nili he attached to the chas
sic recehed earlier from the

he used
and
for lahoratorY '404 in the
. E. Doman, home
shop.
service manager. presented
the gift to the industrial area.

same donor
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Story Of First Flight
By HARRY 11100RE
NORFOLK, Va. — (UPI)--Had
it not been for five life savers at
Kitty Hawk, N. C., the first store
of the first flight in a heavier
than air flying machine probably
would not have been made public
for a week or longer.
The day it happened, Dec. 17,
1903. life savers .1. T. Daniels, A.
D. Etheridge W. S. Dough, W. A.
Brinkley and Johnny Moore, were
the only ones to see the strange
craft take Yff from the foot of Kill
Devil Hills at Kitty Hawk and
fsoar through the air for about C.:5

modern craft flying to all poiata
of the world at tremendeue
Mania Office, 231 Seat% Waitittatit. — Miaow JA 11-83111
speeds.
JOHN H. SIENGSTACKI, lhosMesh*,
The life savers who had promis•
1.. P. IALMI11.
•dd Gen.r41 Minor.
ed to let me know if the Wright*
ARM A 1. 101.11. Orsidantisis 14•44pos
did actually fly kept their word.
They sent me a message over
wires owned by the government,
Satisgtiattea tate: One vast.
Os ...oaths $3.10. (2-asat saasisi Subssnitthsa wits
$10'
telling me of the first flight with
Ilia Tel-Unto Difindett DN. Nee Tee. Itesreasieihtv tio itasoltsititia
Orville Wright in the driver's seat.
Mateassitate ii Paves
It was received in Norfolk at
Pubiishria Story Mammy by taa Tet-stirt• Oatintidat Publishing C.
10:40 ant. Their message read:
Saw.II so Simian
"Wrights flew today, all over
Class Metter at the Memphis Post Ottis• Marsh 20, 1132, Wider Ass at Marsh 2, 1579.
place. Will try again this afternoon."
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
I offered the story to 21 newsThere were three other flights papers. Only six accepted it. Sevthe same day, the longest being eral sent back telegrams saying
more than 500 feet with Wilbur they did not want any such "cock
and bull story."
Wright at the throttle.
9, toadied
orney's imettit,
The first flight was made about
One paper at Dayton, Ohio, the
:ed her last Apra
10:30 a.m., and Orville Wright Wright? hometown, not only re•
I" ident4ie4 J .
was the pilot.
fused the story, but refused to pay
at the non
o tid•
eJrty (1,i
It had originally been decided to the 22 cents toll on the telegram
•
The Democratic fund-raising dinner in ment must, and can, ensure an annual in- attempt a flight on
,st on char:oft
Dec. 14, but a
Only the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot
Conners le a too,
,
New York's Waldorf Astoria brought o u t crease of 4 to 5 per cent a year in the gross northeaster kicked up high seas on which I was employed, and
t 0041,1 urne and at'
and strong winds and shut off all the New York Journal Ameri1..
into the open a cleavage that becomes more national product.
activity. It was located just a can, printed the story on their
and more strident as times and events move
This is an issue which simply never con- few feet from the famous Kill front pages.
The day after my story was
the party away from the dynamism of the fronted the New Deal because all its ener- Devil Hills.
I had seen the Wright. make printed, reporters from all Os cr
Roosevelt era. Former President Truman's gies were bent on hauling the economy back
two flights in their gliders and the U.S., flocked to Kitty hawk
concept of a liberal stirred up a hornet's from death's door. The liberals' ideas each time they were assisted by in the hopes of getting interviews
nest that may cause the Democrats to rede- about the way in which a 5 per cent in- life savers in launching the plane. with the Wrights.
No one else was ever permitted
They were not permitted to ace
t1.11.-1
me their objectives,
crease can be achieved are still distinctly to get close to the Wright? nia• the inventors and were driven off
There are two reasons why the New Deal hazy; but the challenge of Russian compe- chines.
the grounds where the Wrights
The were suspicious of outsid- had their machines.
ls no longer a useful model for Democrats. tition is a spur to action just as unempioyers and
a
c
all their experi• One reporter. A top notch man
In the first place, its character was shaped ment was in the nineteen-thirties.
ments with only their eyes and in those days. Bill Hoster of New
the eyes of the life savers looking York was unable to get close .o
by the economic collapse which brought it
In the second place, many liberals have
on. Nobody at Kitty Hawk ever the inventors and climbed a tree
about.
begun to question certain allegiances which thought the Wrights would fly•
a quarter of a mile from t he
The New Deal consisted of a series of went unchallenged a generation ago. The
was one of the skeptics.
camp in the hope of getting a
The
two
inventors
were
view of the surroundings,
looked
emergency measures, many of them quite last two sessions of Congress have provided
upon and actually called "Crazy "This was the first time I was
unrelated to one another, which were de- striking illustrations of the change.
ever treed trying to get a story,"
Ca sti'Bill Tate, at whose home Hoster told me later.
signed to deal with a crisis involving probWhen Congress debated recent farm 1"np
the Wrights boarded during the
Orville Wright told nie 25 years
lems most of which no longer exist. It is dif- bills, large numbers of Democrats from the
first year of their sojourn at Kitficult to think of circumstances as differ- cities refused to vote for higher price sup- ty Hawk, helped to spread the ru- later he would never fly again.
He had been injured in an accient as the chaos of 1933 and the plump well- ports for agricultural commodities. The mors the the brothers were dent at Ft. Meyer, Va., in which
"nuts.'"
an Army lieutenant lost his life.
being of 1959.
middle-of-the-road labor reform measure
During one trial flight with glid- "I someti.ne think the airplane
In the second place, the New Deal was which was defeated in the House of Repre- ers, the machine took a dive and
will bring much misery as well as
the product of a special, and fragile alliance. sentativea and replaced by a stricter one was landed in a sand dune. Tate. an pleasure to the world. It was our
observer,
told
Orville
Wright
they
intention, if we succeeded in our
The middle-class intellectuals who followed hammered out in committee by a number of
would never conquer the air.
experiment, to bring happiness
My guest columnist this week passes over in silence. That man terian.
President Roosevelt down from New York Democrats
But the Wright* did fly and O and quicken the mode of travel is the Rev. Shelby Rooks, pastor is totally depraved, that God choos- This segment of Reformation
to Washington in trainloads at once made
The Democratic party of the New Deal was through their pioneering that to all the people," Orville Wright of St. James Presbyterian church es to save some and predestines history eventually exerted (rt..
mrnon cause with the trade unionists and has often been accused of having been a today we have jets, bombers, told me on the 25th anniversary in Harlem, New York City, Who others to be lost, that innocent mendous influence upon American
huge passenger planes and other of the flight.
life, with the coming to our land
outlines for "Defender" readers
e farmers' representatives. It is doubtful coalition of special interest:, though no
the basic concepts of the Presby- babies are damned and, if not of a great many Scots. There
whether their sons find these contacts equal- doubt worthy ones, but now the farmers and
terian beliefs, as follows:
aiming those chosen for salvation, were Presbyterian congregations
One attribute of Presbyterian. sent to burn in eternal fires — in the colonies however prior to
ly congenial.
the trade unions can no longer count on the
sin is reflected in the word it- these things are not often men- the Scotchlrish migration of 1711)Today's liberals often look like characs party leaping to their support whenever
self which goes back to a Greek tioned approvingly by the aver- 50. The oldest presbytery (a local
word meaning ''elder." A Pres- age preacher in the Presbyterian group of Presbyterian churches)
ters in search of a theme. They are a rough- they whistle.
15 in Philadelphia, founded in 170e.
byterian church is one governed pulpits of our day.
ly identifiable group; they include about
The third difference between the nineby Elders, who are elected by These are among the less at- There are many branches of
25 Senators out of a total of 100, and per- teen-thirties and the nineteen-sixties is likethose over whom they rule.)
tractive aspects of Calvinism -- Presbyterianirm in the United
WEBH in the Edgewater Beach Anniversary of the United Nations, This denomination contends 'that although, anti not without some States. The largest, with some two
haps 130 members o u t of the 437 in the ly to be the most important one. Today's
live
heard
id
time it was
such a system of church govern- reason in view of what man in and a half million members, is ofhotel, will present a special con- at which
House of Representatives.
shopping list for liberals concentrates chiefmany countries of the ment is not only democratic, but the Atomic Age is threatening, ficially called the Presbyterian
cert from the United Nations, to in a great
These are men who share the liberal's ly on such things as Civil Rights, Federal
apostolic and ancient as well. there has latterly been a revival Church in the USA. It is frequentbe aired on New Year's Day at
It has its origination in Moscow, John Calvin had much to do with of the doctrine of total depravity. ly spoken of as the "Northern
classic enthusiasm for civil liberties, for the aid for housing and education, health insur2 p.m.
Geneva, and New York, with each laying the foundations of the Pres- The brighter side of John Cal- church, distinguishing it from the
rights of Negroes. They add to this the be- ance for old people and a better system of
This will be a repeat broadcast area contributing a thirty min- byterian branch of the Christian yin's system of doctrine may be "Southern" church, These distincef that the Federal government's respon- public transport.
seen in the many reforms to which tions reflect a division that came
of the famous short-wave program ute segment. Special permission chtirch.
Calvin 1509-64) fled his native his teaching gave birth in many about over the issue of slavery in
sibilities at home and abroad require it to
The New Deal was brought into existence of October 24, which was present- was granted by U. N. Radio for
this exclusive broadcast in Chi- France to avoid persecution at the fields: democracy in church and the days leading up to the Ova
expand,the public sector of the economy, if by a massive popular revulsion against the ed on the occasion of the 14th
cago by WEBH, which transmits hands of Roman Catholics, against state, intelligence in the pulpit, War.
The position of the Presbyterian
, ecessary at the cost of some consumer corn- economic chaos which preceded it; the libon FM only, at 93.9 megacycles. whose religious practices he had liberation of the oppressed.
isThe following works will be rebelled. Ile 'took refuge in the It has been suggested that our church in the USA on the race
-is and if necessary—whisper it—by im- erals who then came into power had virtualcity of Geneva, where he found American Constitution drew its in- sue is more or less typical of con92
minute
concert:
heard
in
the
posing extra taxes.
ly carte blanche, at least in the first f e w
wide- spiration largely from the system temporary American Protestant'
sentiment
From Moscow: The Festive Over- Reformation
theologi- of church government taught by loin, Statements condemning segFor these people, who believe that the years, to take what measures they thought
ture by Shostakovich: The Cradle spread. A lawyer turned
legal mind is to this Calvin. It may be worth noting regation of the races have been
Song from "On 'Guard for Peace" an, Calvin's
main task of the next Administration will fit. Today's liberals have to persuade an
in the thought 25 that John Witherspoon, a Presby- adopted. Denominational schools
by Prokofiev; and Violin Concerto day reflected
be to galvanize, America out of complacency electorate, the majority of which is reclingovernment of the terian theologian, was a signer are now open to all. There is at
in D Major, Op 35, (2nd and 3rd Well as in the
Presbyterian
church.
of the Declaration of Independ- least one Negro on each of the
so that it will undertake a major
ing
Movements)
by
Tchaikovsky.
comfortably
on
the
cushions
of prosreallocaadministrative Boards.
It has been pointed out that this ence.
tion of its resources. A movement of this perity, to accept expensive
From Geneva: The Concerto in resolute man made much of the John Knox should be mentioned it is no longer news when a colreforms in the
A Minor, Opus 54 by Schumann concept of sovereignty. the stress- also in connection with the begin- ored man is elected moderator of
kind will differ from the New Deal in sev- name of the national interest and the
welfeaturing Wilhelm Kempff, pian- ed the sovereignity of God, of nings of the Presbyterian system his presbytery. In growing numeral respects.
fare of the less fortunate minority.
ist, with the Orchestre de la Suisse Christ, of the Bible, and of the of faith and practice. Fired with bers, colored Presbyterians a r •
In the first place, it is rapidly
It has yet to be proved that a liberal proindividual conscience. All through ent!itisiasin after a brief sojourn being encouraged to attend and
becoming
The new histomap from 5000 Romande directed by Ernest Anthe years, in varying measure, in Geneva, where lie came under join the church of their denominaa badge of liberals to insist that the Fed- gram is realizable in such
circumstances. B. C. to 1959, the chart of a race sermet.
Presbyterians have followed Cal- the influence of Calvin, Knox re- tion that is nearest their place of
eral government is responsible for deciding That is why "practical" liberals like Harry
From New York: the Choral
with knowledge of its history and
vin's example in giving promi- turned to his native Scotland and residence. But in overwhelming
Movement
of
Beethoven's
Ninth
the pace at which the national economy S. Truman, with a cautious eye cocked on an exhibit of
the story of history Symphony with the Schola Cantor- nence to these elements of faith. to speak with only slight exagger- numbers the Negro Presbyterian
Some of he harsher features of ation, personally saw to it that is still attending a church set up
ought to expand. Most of them agree with the voters in the comfortable suburbs, are are part of the program sched- um
and
soloists
Elizabeth
Calvinism the modern Presbyter- the land of his birth was male and maintained as a colored
Leon Keyserling, the former economic ad- looking for a formula which can rally the uled :Jr Sunday at 3:30 pm. and Schwarzkopf, Maureen Forrester,
church.
Monday at a p.m., at the House .lan Peerce and Kim Borg and ian either openly repudiates or not only Protestant but Presty•
viser of President Truman, that the govern- middle class.
of Knowledge, 3806 S. Michigan. the New York Philharmonic.
Emil Jason. who taught chemis- It is interesting to note that altry for two years in Ethiopia, will though harmony is not always •
speak Sunday. Traveling in Egypt, present on the floor of the Genthe Sudan and living in the re- eral Assembly, music serves as
The Democratic Party was told that the real liberalism."
mains of the oldest civilization the basis for its Anniversary Celeknown to man, Jason will give brations, This program will he
way to win t h e Presidency in 1960 is to
How to distinguish between
graphic accounts of his travels. presented at 2 p.m., on January
tailor its strategy and candidate after 1948. "phony" liberals? Mr. Truman said this He has also
traveled widely in 1st, over FS1 Station WEBH, 93.9
This prescription, as one might suspect, could be readily resolved by asking where the United States.
meg. in Chicago.
came from the old warrior fr4m Missouri — they were in the historic battle for civil
LAGOS, Nigeria — Talk of A man, Nkrumah and Toure have fact that all the non-whits millions
Harry S. Truman.
rights in 1948, in the battle for saving nathAstia are
vast united States of Africa may put their heads together in a sum- of the rest off Africa
He was speaking to the Young Demo- tional resources, and in the battle for bets
by
a poll.
be very premature today, but the nit meeting of their own a few personally a frontedy
sown in
hatred
seeds
of
cy.
The
crats in Toledo when he gave out his formu- ter homes.
dream of a federation of the naSouth Africa may bring a harvest
lions of West Africa into a West months a go.
la for victory. He produced a target and a
"The man we must find for 1960," Mr.
continent.
African Union is very much alive. The concept of a Union of West of violence a:1 over the
political charge that rang like his campaign Truman declared, "must be a man not only
In the heat of the political con- Africa will gain substance in 190 Everyone knows that a lynching
cry of '48 against what he termed the "do- with a sense of history but with a vision of
test going on in Nigeria the van - when Nigeria, which is already in Mississippi increases tensions
other ghettoes
ous political parties have spoken the twenfth most populous
nothing Republican 80th Congress."
independ.
nation in Harlem and all
the future. He must be a man with the
in America, Incidentally, I reout on this issue. The politicians
becomes
world,
the
For 1960, Truman would like to see his capacity to make bold decisions."
in
member one prominent white defeel impelled to tell the people
party train its artillery on what he calls a
what they intend to work for not ent. Enormous difficulties w i1 1 partment store owner in Harlem
Mr. Truman is of the conviction that
bfelfoosrhe
d
e
ee
epo
t
vd
e
e
r
c
v
o
om
l
oe
p
s
to
coob
aivueo
whoynr complained
head itihnaetd the diNewa
only in Nigeria but in black Afri- ohn
"wont do" Administration. While he men- the candidate should be z man who gives
and
kpapers
ca as a whole.
tioned no names, he drew the contours of priority to human needs and who will adThe
bone.
West
Africans
are
and thereby insubject
diSouth
in
the
deep
A policy paper on this
the fighting liberal he would like to see as minister the resources of the nation, not
issued last week by the Action vided into British and French flamed the feelings of HarlemGroup stated! -A powerful and camps in the matter of language iies.
Democratic Presidential nominee.
for the privileged few, but in the interest
progressive WPat African Union and culture. Each nation has a In short, all the forces needed
It was clear that the former President of all regardless of race, creed or previous
would exercise such influence on multitude of internal problems to to stimulate the development of a
the continent of Africa that it be solved. There are many petty West African Union, the postfelt he had the winning formula in 1948 —
would accelerate the achievement jealousies and tribal rivalries to hive as well as the negative ones,
and that a winning candidate should be a
He ttdded "A minority in Congress—just
all
fooruld
opfoop
frie
ee
sdoimt w
are easily discernible. I am sure
philosophical replica of Mr. Truman him- barely over one-third of the elected Reprebe aniAnfsrniitaan- hefnc,sopnittaeinaeldl, the factors that seP- that if such a union materializes
outside
emerging
Africa
Negroes
the
lion
to
all
them,
arate
states
self.
in our time, the first war that
sentatives of the people—has managed to
and a place they can look up to of West Africa will be certain to will be waged will be against the
To put it briefly, Mr. Truman is looking thwart over 140 times the will of the Amerwith pride."
make common cause on the issue Union of South Africa.
for a "Truman Democrat" as his candidate ican people as expressed by the majority of
The countries stretching fro m of white supremacy. It is the In this connection, it will be not.
Senegal to the Congo which would Union of South Africa that keeps ed that our government has just
for next year. He put his picture in these Congress. And this one-third, working with
be brought into such a West Afri- this issue very much alive. The signed an agreement under which
words before 1,200 delegates at the conven- a willing Republican in the White House,
•
can Union were described as fol. South Africans seem to be turn- eleven U. S. banks will loan the
tion of the Young Democratic Clubs of hex managed to impose minority rule upon
lows: "Together these countries ing back the clock of history and Union of South America forty milcover an area larger than the the Union government's leader- lion dollars or 14 million pounds.
America:
the people."
United States of America, possess ship has turned its back on the The headline over the article in the
"We need a'vigorous, genuine liberal
Mr. Truman was unwilling to say what
an infinite variety of rich natural civilized world. The leaders of December 3rd issue of the West
resources and contain a popula- West Africa who are coming into Africa Pilot was as follow s:
and not a hot-house liberal who talks the man he had in mind to carry this message
lion of nearly 90 million people. power in the new nations can "14 Million Pound U. S. Bid to So.
game but doesn't play it. I, for one, have to the American people next year. But it is
These would make the Union when be expected to ste7 up their oppo• Africa: Treason Trial Continues."
no time for the Johnny-come-lately well-fed no secret that he feels that either Senator
created about the fifth largest sition to the Union of South Mn. The ugly story of the treason tricountry in the world and create ca's apartheid policies.
liberals; who would like to have a dispro- Stuart Symington or Senator Lyndon B.
al was combined with the news
a world and a hope for the Negro Like segregation in the South of of the U. S. loan.
portionate voice in the party.
Johnson could do the job. If these men are
race under the African sun."
our own country, the apartheid Somebody is giving our State
"I think you know who they are. They Mr. Truman's symbols of a liberal, the NaAmong the leaders who would movement in the Union of South Department some very bad adhe involved in the West African Africa is an explosive force which vice. The Un)on of South Africa
never won a fight in a precinct and they tional Democratic convention would be wise
Union, the best known in America constantly develops more a n d is the number one target of the
'ever have been conspicuous for their sac- not to heed his formula. For the party would
Hasps t are Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana, more tension throughout the con- Afro-Asian world, even India and
rifices in the cause of the every-day man, be humiliated at the polls if either SymingSekou Toure of Guinea. William tinent. The argument that spar. the Chinese Communists will
"You C'n See That Santo's Real Hep
'Cause
Tuhman of Liberia and liounhouet- 'held is an internal ?natter of the agree on that The least we could
the common mu like you and me. That's ton or Johnson is the standard bearer.
Had A 'Square' Meal!"
Boigme of the Ivory Coast. Tub- Union of South Africa ignores the do is to keep our money at home
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whether it be spirituTo m7 readers: I would like to wishing for,
will be yours.
take this opportunity to Wish for al or material,
annual Charm Clinic
you a razist joyous Christmas and The ninth
on the camI hope that all you have been was held Dec. 14-15
pus of Lane college. The first
session opened with a program in
the auditorium with Miss Ernestine Cook introducing the theme
"Charm Around the Clock." The
speaker of the hour was Rev. J.
D. Atwater, pastor of St. Paul
CME church. The evening sesDIMES KICK OFF — From
sions were keyed to good manleft are Mrs. W. T. Fort,
ners. good health habits and good
eastern division chairman of,
grooming.
the Mothers March of Dimes
Consultants included Dr. W. R. campaign, Taylor Hayes, loDr.
Brooks,
cal chairman, Samuel EthBell, Miss Jessie L.
W. F. McKissack, Mrs. Gertrude
Ford, Mrs. Maggie Massey, Mrs ten essay, "A College Student in
Alfreda Martin, V. J. Gilmore, a Christian Institution were MesPreston Stewart a n d J. F. dames V. F. Walker, W. G. TerHughes.
ry, and Miss Jessie Brooks, MesEpps, J. A.
An interesting panel discussion dames Clarence
Bronaugh
was brought to the group on Tues- Cooke and Mr. S. H.
oral
day morning with the evening and judged talent, personality,
Returnclosing session featuring the tal- expression and modeling.
to crown Miss
ent of students aspiring to be ing to the campus
Sarah Metcome Miss and Sir. Personality. Personality was Miss
of last
The persons in the running for raft, Miss Personality
Jun..
in
these positions were Misses Sonia year who graduated
Overall chairman for the clinic
Moloy, Louise Beasley, Joyce
Penn, Dean
Todd, Gaither Atwater, Peggy A. was Mrs. Marie E.
May the holiday season
Ralph Goss. Palmer, of Women.
and
Conley
overflowing'
be filled to
Mosley, Richard Burndine, a n d FACULTY DINNER
with happy hours and
The annual Christmas dinner
Charles Winfrey.
for the Lane college facility, injoy and good will fill
The lucky couple were Miss,
cluding their wives and hus-bands,
Joyce Todd and Palmer Mosley
your days.
was in the lovely home of Presitalent,
essay,
written
based on a
dent and Mrs. C. A. Kirkendoll on
good
and
manners,
good
fashion,
Tuesday evening. Baked turkey
grooming. From the talent aspect,
and dressing along with barbeMiss Todd displayed her talent
cued chicken was the main course
by doing a creative dance while
for the dinner which seemed to
241 Linden
Mr. Mosley did a vocal selection.
ServinO as tudres for the writ-

Willie's
Drive-In Liquor

JIMMY'S VILLAGE
Mr. &

Mn. James I. Davis, Prop.

havna
, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Fouche
their
of
marriage
the
'announced
niece, Mrs. Louise O'Reilly Walker to Charles H. Tarpley, III.
Bitter sweet, sweet and sour;
fresh and sour — sounds like a .
Formerly of Yazoo City, Miss.,
lot of confused double talk, doesn't,
bride is the daughter of Clarthe
it? We're not really confused. alO'Reilly of that city, and the
ence
homemakmodern
though some
O'Reilly. She is a inem•
Mrs.
talk
late
to
start
we
when
are
ers
her' of the faculty of Alonzo Locke
about sour cream.
memMany think that sour cream is
. elementary school, and is a
something new with us moderns,
ber of the Southern Belles Bridge
but many of the ancient and honorclub. Mr. Tarpley, the son of Mrs.
able gourmet recipes of Europe—
Jennie Tarpley, is an' instructor at
.
'
some of them dating back to the
school
" Booker T. Washington high
17th Century — include sour cream
as a basic ingredient. A lot of the
and is a member of Alpha Phi ..
latter-day chefs have built a repu•' MISS LILLIAN TAYLOR OF Alpha fraternity and the Toy Hat
tation and career on the strength 1 Bells, Tenn., who will be one of and Tails Club.
of a tasty beef stroganoff — a
at VW
the lovely contestants in the Miss The couple is at home
popular old world dish which
Parkway East.
South
Pageant,
Tennessee
_
owes its flavor appeal to the use' Bronze West
sponsored by Jackson Alumnae
of sour cream.
Despite the popularity of sour Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sowas held Dec. 15 at the YWridge. Assistant Chief, intercream in earlier day, chefs found , rority to take place in Februa.
The
branch.
ave.
Vance
CA,
CooMrs.
and
group relations
it difficult to use. For in the days y. Miss Taylor is the daughter ,
formal drise is to start on
per Taylor, western chairbefore pasteurization, sour cream r
Jan. 2 and the Mothers will
Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor of
man all get together at the
was nothing more than its name of
march Jan. 2.
WI
kick off campaign of the
implied, cream which had soured. Bells, Tenn. The young miss
dimes march. The meeting
Nowadays, sour cream is a 16-years of age and a senior at
completely different product. It is Central high school in Alamo,
Banks, members of this associanever produced by chance. In the Tenn. Her talent speaks for
dairy, selected cultures are add- self. She has recently appeared on , tion will not be open for Om
ed to pasteurized and homogeniz- WJAK Talent time with a recital transaction of business on this
ed cream.
and is winner of a WJAK disk
In the home, many clever home- jockey contest. She was first place
MEMPHIS CLEARING HOUSE
makers make their own sour winner on a district talent hunt
ASSOCIATION
Dyersburg,
in
held
cream. Again, dairy fresh pasteur. which was
'ized cream is used; to one cup Tenn., and in Sept. 1550 she was
Mrs. Hattie Jones Simons, ma-[ Hastings St.
of lemon crowned "Miss Okra Festival" of
triach of one of Memphis' oldest! The Simons home has been a they add 11/a tablespoons
it to l the West Tennessee District, Miss
families, celebrated her 80th birth- center of social interest for gener- juice or vinegar permitting
Taylor will be competing against
20 - 25 minutes.
day on Dec. 8, which occasioned ations; and Mrs. Simons is proud stand
21 additional high school seniors
PLEASING FLAVOR
a grand family reunion and birthof the tradition and historical sen. The modern sour cream has a for the title and a year's tuition
day party at her residence at 731
timent which marks the familiar different and more pleasing flay. scholarship.
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CHRISTMAS DAY
BANK HOLIDAY

In Big Family Reunion

native or and texture than its early anA
please the appetites of those pres- Memphis landmark.
of seven children cestor. The tangy flavor and vel- to the Memphis Dairy Council,
one
Memphian,
the
among
gifts
of
Exchange
ent.
vety texture of sour cream have 135 N. Pauline, Memphis, Tenn.
born in the same home she yet made it the modern "glamour "A Guide to Good Eating" is a
faculty climaxed the evening.
S. H. Bronaugh, business man- occupies which was built by her girl" of the food family. Home. service provided to readers of
ager of Lane college and J. A..parents, she yet uses their an- makers all across the nation have the Tri State Defender through the
rectorf Athletics have
. vere born all popularized it by using it as a cooperation of the Memphis Dairy
tique bed, in wbich
returned from Atlanta, Ga., atWilliams is a teachTN MOIR BEE EIPOSIR
She is the garnish for baked potatoes, as a Council. Mrs.
children.
five
Intercollegi.
her
of
tending the Southern
.1'111E11 SEIM 61E111 1
salad dressing or an ingredient er of home economics at ManasDouglas
Harry
late
the
of
Decemwidow
ate Athletic Conference
for "dips," or as the flavor.mak• sas high school.
Simons who came to Memphis
ber meeting.
er in a special sauce or meat
from Washington, D. C., his birthdish.
place. He was a well - known
Sour cream makes a locimis
Memphis letter-carrier at the time
whipped topping for desserts. Chill
of his death in PAO. Her parents
the cream, beat and bowl and
were the late John W. Jones who
whip as you would heavy cream
was born in Louisiana, and the
Care must be taken not to overlate. Mrs: Florence Terry Jones
whip the cream or 'it will churn
who was also a native Memphian.
and turn to butter. For the same
Besides her five children who
reason, and to hasten whipping.
are all living, she has 46 grand
the sour cream must be kept cold
children and great grandchildren.
while whipped.
Enjoying the significant mileWhen baking with sour cream,
stone were her daughters a n it
baking soda may he used as all
sons-in-law and some of her grandor part of the leavening agent in
children, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mc.
the proportion of one-half tea.
Anulty. Mrs. Robert Johnson and
spoon of baking soda to one cup
son, Robert jr.; Mr. and M r s.
dairy sour cream.
Clyde Thompson, Miss Harry Mae
Simons, little Miss Carole Thomp- The baking soda should be corn the dry ingredients, :2.2!
son. On hand too, was Elder R. bmed with
with the cream.
T. Hunt.
PART FAT
Complimenting the charming
Because our glamour food conand lovely lady with beautiful
tains part fat (6 tablespoons per
flowers and corsages were Mrs.
it can replace part or all
Mable Swautsey, Mrs. Ida Mae cup)
of the fat called for in recipes
Qualls, Mrs. Flora Cochrane,
for pancakes, biscuits, cakes, etc..
Mrs. Annie Higgins and Mrs., Sias welt as to jreplace the milk. In,
mons' other daughter, Mrs. Florbatters requiring a high percentence S. Currin and her children
age of liquid-, the dairy sour cream ,
who reside in Chicago. Ill.
may contain more fat than the
Another highlight o f Mrs. Si.l
amount called for in the original
mons exciting birthday celebrarecipe and a richer product will
lion was a long distance call to
her beloved sister-in-law in St.
Louis, Mo.. Mrs. Emma Jones Mi-• result.justone more hint about the use
of sour cream and then an in racle who is 90 years old, and thy]
widow of the late Clarence teresting recipe booklet. Heat can
be an enemy or friend to this
Jones who died in 1918, the broth.
er of Mrs. Simons' late husband dairy product. If sour cream is
boiled it will curdle. But if treated cargfully, gently heating for a
very short. time — it will come
LARGE BASE
Dayton, Ohio — The Wright-Pat- forth with a delicately subtle flay.
terson air force base has 7,900 or and aroma. A definite gourmet
acres and is one of the world's touch for vegetables.
largest air intallations. It con- For other food tips and recipes
AY the true spirit of Christmas fill
tains more than 1.000 buildings send for our recipe booklet Dairy
your hearts with happiness and
a
card
send
Simply
Cook
Book.
center.
vital
military
and is a
She and her husband have
F;LECTED QUEEN — Mrs.
joy... and may His blessings be upon
been living in Memphis about
Minnie Toney was recently
seven years. She belongs to
elected Queen of the 12 Horseyou and your house as we celebrate His
the South Side Sweethearts
men Social Club at a big
YOU
MAKING
birthday. We add our "thank you" for
St.
the
of
member
and is a
blowout in the Foote Homes
Mathew MR church. She lives
likeable
The
auditorium.
your patronage during the past year.
with her husband at 1444 Me•
young lady is from Ilernan•
Run-Down You Can't Give Your Husband and Family
So
You
Are
road.
sager
from
do, Miss. Graduated
Real Companionship? Then Discover This Wonderful
Mississippi Industrial college.
Blood-Strengthening Action of This Special Iron Tonic for Women!
How tragic when a woman feels Thus quickly help build rich, red
so tired, so weak and run-down blood ...to restore strength and
she can't be a real companion! energy so you feel tine again fast!
Pinkham's unique formula can
Luckily, it's often due to "IronHungry Blood" (*simple iron de- also bring blessed relief from
ficiency anemia Then it's need- functionally-caused monthly
less for those women to suffer cramps and "Hot rashes" of
change-of-life! No wonder so
such awful weariness.
Now, a wonderful iron tonic many women use Pinkham's
can help relieve this condition... Tablets all through their lives!
If "Iron-Hungry Blood" has
thus renew your vitality! It's
Lydia E. Pinkham's Tablets, may left you weak and run-down —
Iron tonic made especially for only "half" a woman—get Pinkwomen! Rich In iron, Pinkham's ham's Tablets from druggists.
Tablets start to strengthen Then see if you don't soon feel
"Iron-Hungry Blood"in one day! "all" woman again!
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doetore' teeth prove famous Lydia I.
;Mariam's Vegetable Compound (liquid) alao brings quick reuse
from discomforts of monthly pain and cbanse-of-ufa.

M

ONLY "HALF" A WOMAN?

The Tri-State Bank

CORNETTE REALTY, Inc.

Of Memphis
X6 BEALE - MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

Part,rfpating

Member

United

Negro College Fund

Phone JA. 5-1861

North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance Co.
571 Vance

JA. 6-3663

LINEUP OF LOVELIES —
Elks royally lines up Inc cam.
era as spectators cheer the
young ladies oho emerged
BLUES BOWL QUEEN—Miss
Janice Fitzgerald, Queen of
the Blues Bowl is crowned
and presented a loving cup by

Atty. I. H. Murphy, newly
elected exalted ruler of the
Elks Bluff City Lodge No. its.
Crowning was a feature c

victorious in the competition
for royal titles. Left to right
are Miss Tersa Gaston, third
place, Lincoln League; Orin

W. Pickett, to • chairman:
Miss Waireen Letcher, third
place; Miss Maxine Railingsworth, Princess; Maurice Hut-

beet, Blues Bowl chairman;
Miss Janice Fitzgerald Blues
Bowl Queen; Atty. Murphy,

Miss Gilds Lee, Junior Queen
and Miss Rosa Wilks, queeth
of Lincoln League.

the Elks Yuletide Cavalcade
of Stars, annual extravaganza presented to benefit the
Elks Christmas Basket Fund.
•

Elks
Yuletide
Cavalcade
Of Stars

MISS GILDA LEE, Junior
Queen, Lincoln League, re-

MISS MAXINE Hollingsworth,
left, was named princess (sec.

MISS ROSA WILLS, Queen of
Lincoln League, receives her

honors from Atty. Murphy. In
the back is Blues Bowl Chair.

ELKS
BASKET
FUND is
swelled by $50 as members of
the I. Q. social club make

rontribution
to the drive
which out see that needy lamilies air provided with food

reises trophy from Robert
Jackson, co chairman of the

and prize). while Miss Wet.
reen Letcher came in with

third pri,

Ceorge
for Christmas It
Lee, general
u.iirnlan, re•
CeiVf's the cIte k from Mn.

Jessie Williams, president.
Others, left to right, are Mrs.
0. Reddick, vice president;
Waller Itu!lie Grant, sweet.

heart; Mrs. Waiter Lee Jain,son. Mrs. Hazel Cardwell and
Mrs. Ernestine Mitchell. Pileton by mitht..

Metropolitan Baptist enuren, moo,
united the pair in holy mat/granny.
Mrs. Toles is a member of the
faculty of Manassas elementary
school. They are at home at 1055
Dec. 26, 1959
Latham at.
ABOUT OUR TOWN
Mrs. Ethel Mosely and her lovely daughter Jennifer, went to
North Little Rock, Ark., to the
housewarming of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Minton, at which Mrs. Mosely served as hostess.
,•••
'14.440
Christmas holidays remind us
•
that the prep and college crowd
will be home this week end . . .
sa
and among the countless parents
who look forward to having their
progeny in their homes again are
Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Letting and
is
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Walker who
are expecting their daughter and
son, Jean Letting and Antonio
Walker from Oakwood Preparatory
School at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
and the Latting's daughter Carole
college were on hand to wit- from Southern Illinois university.
Memphis was well represented cal
formation of the Memphis
the
ness
Dr.
of
hunt
at the swank annual
Tues- Also expected to spend the holiClarks- Meharry Alumni Association
days with the Lettings is Mrs.
and Mrs. W. E. Pannell of
Dr. Harold West, presiwhen
day,
Nashof
members
Latting's father, well-known insurville, Tenn., for
princithe
was
dent of Meharry
ville's famed Sportsman Club, Inc.,
meeting ance executive, Jeff IA of ChicaPannell pal speaker at the dinner
go, ILI.
and their guests. Mrs.
Insurance
Life
Universal
at
held
bolds the distinction of being the
speaking The many, many friends of Mr.
Also
room.
dining
co.,
Etlielyn Hurst. The purpose of
and Mrs. Sherman Coleman of Los
only feminine member of the ilNEW CLUB — The Cotillion
was Walter H. Boyd, alumni liaithe club is to promote the eelAngeles, Calif., popular former
lustrious group. Attending from
Society is a relatively new
officer.
son
Byron
Memphis were our Drs. A.
fare of their members and to
Memphians, are hoping that Sherclub to Memphis society but
In charge of arrangements were
elevate the standards of their
be recovered from his
Carter, H. H. Johnson and G. W.
it has 14 members already
S. Byas, chairman of man will
James
Dr.
a
with
Beginning
associates. This is a scene
Stanley Ish, jr.
recent illness sufficiently to make
and just added these charmlocal alumni, and his committee,
by
given
breakfast
hunt
during
traditional
from an introduction tea that
their expected visit here
roster.
its
to
ladies
Rivers,
young
A.
ing
Frederick
Dr.
including
was given in the home of Miss
the holidays.
the Permits, the highbrow sportFrom left to right they are
Dowdy, Seattle, Wash.: Sgt. ill,
Dr. W. 0. Speight. jr., Dr. Ray
go; Miss losie Dowdy, ChiDiane Gray.
ing event was concluded with Dr.
Buntyn, Lynn BumpBrawner. Cincinnati, Ohio, will be the mecBeverly
GOLDEN MEMORIES — Mr.
Clara
Dr.
and
Martin Dowdy, 3159 RochestAnderson
Virgie Anderson of
Mrs.
cago;
of
lab and Dr. Johnson on the winDowdy
and
Smith
H.
us, Willie Mae
and Mrs. Joe
er and Sanford Dowdy of 1321
Dr. West's speech centered on the ca of hundreds of devoted mem737 Mississippi; Mrs. Calvin
ning team while Dr. Carter finish106 E. Utah, will celebrate
Yazoo Court, Memphis,
development of plans mapped for bers of Alpha Kappa Alpha SororHoward, 1151 Quinn; Joseph
Dec.
-ad second (he was on last year's
year.
wedded
50th
begin
their
SouthNleharry's expectations to
ity and Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni- the annual meeting of the
3
from
first team).
house
open
with
fund
27,
dollar
and
the 20 million
ty, who will be meeting there for ern Association of Colleges
The roster of the organization after
to C p. m. at the home of a
raising campaign which is now their national conventions. Local Secondary Schools at Louisville.
reads like 3 Who's Who in Ameridaughter and son-in-law, Mr.
Oentral
at
ensuing.
headquarters
with
Ky.,
some
of
composed
attending
who
anticipate
being
AKA's
.
ca .
and Mrs. Robert Douglas of
was
the outstanding meeting of our old- high school. Mr. Hobson
of the country's most outstanding B & P DINNER
1627 Marjorie. They have four
commissionProfessional
the
of
The Business and
est sorority (51 years) are Beta elected as one
business and professional men.
other daughters and three sons,
annual
secondary
Club's
Tennessee's
of
Investment
Epsilon Omega delegates, Mrs. ers
The hunt dinner w a s held at Men's
Mrs. Walter Savage of Bristol.,
or.
Top
the
at
represented
recently
and
schools,
held
was
George (Cattle) Stevens, Mrs. HelLegion dinner
American
Clarksville's
Va.; Mrs. John Locke, Chicaschool
High
the
Memphis
honoring
Inc.,
held
alb,
of
Glint
club,
The
Gnosis
ganization
Tails
and
Hat
en C. Shelby and Mrs. W. H.
Ball, for which pale blue menu
members' wives, with President (Grace) Young, and Mrs. Julian principals. Dr. Price has been its annual Pre-Christmas dinner
PORTS
place cards included such gourmet
presiding as toast- (Johnetta) W. Kelso. Helen will named chairman on the commit- Sunday, Dec. 13 in the dining room DANISH
Gilliam
A.
H.
Denmark has six airports serv
delights as tomato cocktail, conMace° Walker as be the houseguest of the Rev. and tee of arrangements for the next of Mt. Olive CME church.
A.
and
master
Virginia venison, baked
ed by major lines.
speaker. Members amt their wives Mrs. St. Julian A. Simpkins, form- meeting of the organization, which A setting of Christmas was most
Tennessee wild turkey, wild rice, attending were Dr. and Mrs. W. 0.
will be held here in Memphis next beautiful as it highlighted the dinof
er
Emmanuel
Episcopal
rector
dressing, molded greens garnish- Speight, jr. Dr. and Mrs. I. A.
ing room. Members of the prochurch; and Mrs. Kelso will be year.
ed with lemon and eggs, creamed Watson; Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo the guest of physician-pharmacist Loyce O'Conner, a well-known gram committee directed as the
Virginia xams, egg bread, rolls, Walker, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Gil- Dr. and Mrs. R.
left
town,
around
musician
local
group shared in witnessing the
Kenneth Jones.
coffee, etc...all of which makes liam, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Camp- The Joneses are expecting a large via American Air Lines recently wonderful evening with a delicious
water!
one's mouth literally
bell, Dr. and Mrs. James S. Byas, gathering of their legion friends, for New York, where he will start Christmas dinner.
Among the star-studded members Dr. anti Mrs. Vasco Smith, Mr. including Louisville's Charles and training at the Guiding Eye TrainThe menu contained turkey with
Wright,
Stephen
Dr,
were Fisk U's
and Mrs. Jesse Turner, Dr. and Victoria Anderson (who are now ing School for the Blind, where he dressing, green beans, creamed
Dr.
president;
Davis,
Mr.
S.
Dr. W.
and Mrs. G. W. Stanley, Irh;
residing in New York City while will also receive his guiding eye sweet potatoes, salad, tea, coffee
Earl Sasser, Dr. Herbert Crouch, and Mrs. C. C. Sawyer, Dr. and Atty. Anderson serves with the dog. lie Will graduate in four
and ice cream.
H. C. Hardy, and Clyde Kincaide; Mrs. Frederick Rivers, Dr. and U. N.), and Councilman and Mrs weeks. He is the son of Mr. and Program chairman Mrs. Una B.
Los Angeles' Dr. E. F. Alleynne; Mrs. A. E. Horner, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Berry of Cleveland, Ohio.
Mrs. Elmore Conner and the broth- James crowned the Queen of the
Dr. L. M. Donaldson, chief sun G. T. Howell, Dr. and Mrs. T. W. There was a lot of sadness in er of Mrs. Julius C. Flake.
club, Mrs., Cornelia Kelly.
geon, Fayetteville hospital, Fay- Northcross and Mr. and Mrs. A. the community too over the pass- Visiting in Memphis with old Presents were piled high under
etteville, Tenn.; E. It, Gray, W. Willis, jr.
is
in
busieess
here
while
friends
of
Mrs. Vella Wiggins, reUred
ing
a very pretty Christmas tree to
manager of the Virgin Islands Air- MEET THE SIKHS
principal of Kansas school: and James Pinkney, formerly associat- be exchanged among the club
Milof
Hilliard
port; Dr. George
Named after the tribe of fear- the brother of Mrs. Rena Perry and ed with the Memphis World, a grad- members. A large aggregation atIn
waukee, Wis.; Dr—G. W. Mea- less, stalwart men of Northern In- uncle of Mrs. Katherine P. Thom- uate of LeMoyne and a line coach tended.
dows, Nashville; Dr. E. T. Odom, dia, traditionally known for spec- as.
under Jack Adkins who piloted the The Reverends Bunton, Hentrel,
well-known heart specialist; A. C. tacular daring and aplomb, under The community's prayers and famed LeMoyne Mad Magicians, Kelly and Williams shared in the
Momphis
Rucks of Nashville's Dining Car the guiding efforts of well known best wishes are offered for the who finally entered the field of in- occasion.
Service; Dr. L. D. Scott, Chicago JaMes M. Greene, the Sikhs club speedy recovery of personality- surance at Universal Life. Now Samuel D. James and Mr.
For
roentgenologist; Dr. Asa Yancey, was launched in the manner grand plus Mrs. Willa McWilliams Walk- residing in Philadelphia, Mr. Pink- Brown of Mt. OliNe made movies
Atlanta, Ga.; Dr. John Henry at a brilliant formal dinner par- er who is very ill and has under- ney is associate agency director of the event.
Young, Hopkinsville, Ky., Louis ty held at Tony's Inn recently. gone surgery at E. H. Crump Me- for the Supreme Liberty Life InMrs. Elizabeth Woods is club
We extend
W. McKissack, Nashville, Tenn., Dedicated to the proposition that morial hospital . . . She is sorely surance company, with jurisdicpresident.
architect; Dr. Maynard Turner, their wives are deserving of the missed by her Manassas co-work- tion of six states.
to all our
American Baptist Theological Se- very highest attainment of social ers, and from her usual endeavors Our congratulations are extendI friends
minary; Russ Cowans, national Courtesy and entertainment, eight for the betterment of our com- ed to the Rev. Mr. Charles L. Chicago — An average person
I
greetings
from
sports writer and just scads more. well-known postal employees have munity.
Dinkins whose election as presi- attending a convention away
Dr. Carter's host was Nash- banded together as the charter Erudite Manassas Principal Lou- dent of Owen college has been an- home spends $93.69 in the convenof the
ville's famed Dr. Matthew Walk- group of one of our most unique is B. Hobson and Lehloyne Presi- nounced by the college's Board tion city, according to Hotel ass°.
:eason.
er; and Dr. Johnson and Dr. Ish organizations.
ciation studies.
dent Dr. Hollis C. Price attended of Trustees, effective Dec. 1,
May you
V.
D.
of
Dr.
guests
the
were
The famed Marine RoOm of
find true
Bradley.
Tony's wag the scene of one of the
AKA MEET
happiness.
most elaborate dinners it has been
Mrs. T. J. (Ruth) Beauchamp
your scribe's pleasure to experattended the meeting of the Na- ience. The occasion served not
tional House and Personnel Com3 LOCATIONS
only as their initial effort in what
mittee of Alpha Kappa Alpha So- will be a continuous series of top
1003 Miss. — 2381 Park
rority at Chicago, held at the Na- drawer events for their ladies fair
.
655 Miss.
tional AKA Sorority House
. . but also to witness the inwhere former AKA Supreme basi- stallation of the officers of the
Deof
Whitby
Beulah
Mrs.
leus
club. With Mr. Greene serving
troit, Mich., presided as chairman as official host, Mr. J. D. Springer
of the committee. Also attending was master of ceremonies and
were Dr. Marjorie Parker, Su- conducted the installation cere•
preme Basileus of Alpha Kappa mony which introduced officers AlAlpha; Mrs. Pauline Coggs of Mil- fredo Saffold, president; Thaddr—
wat.iree, Wisc., and Mrs. Helen H. Horne, vice president; Nadia Cooper of Urbana, Ill.
et Jackson, secretary; Harold I
While in Chicago, Mrs. BeauWilson, corresponding secretai'.
champ was the guest of Dr. and Marion D. Harris, treasurer; a! •
Sirs.
Mrs. Robert C. Wallace .
James M. Geese, business ma'
Wallace is also a past supreme ager.
basileus of AKA ... and is now
first vice president of the National Beginning with cocktails and c
Council of Negro Women — elect- tree delights, the dinner was rchi
ed at their recent meeting at niscent of the service which h.
Washington, D. C. With the Wal- been proclaimed through the yea:
laces, Ruth attended the Second of such famed eating places as
AmAnnual American Friendship Club Maxim's, The Waldoe'
iike . . .
Dinner, held in observance of the bassador Room an,
with
the
second course consisting
11th anniversary of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights of of beautiful halved pineapples.
to
hold cubed pineapple
scooped
the United Nations, where Dr. Virgil Blossom was guest speaker. Dr. and shrimp tossed with French
Wallace delivered the benediction dressing . . main course which
at the dinner, which was attended set all to wondering lust what
manner of steak could. be so sucby more than 600 people.
culent, though the dinner was takRECEIVES PET AWARD
Mn. Mildred Riley, local home ing place in an establishment
consultant of the Pet Milk Com- famed for its treatment of steaks
pany was presented an award by as Such! We learned that these
Pet Milk Company by the Mem- were steaks so rare that they are
pnis District Sales manager, Ken unattainable in local markets . . .
Kell, in a recent broadcast over and have to be imported from othRadio Station WDIA. In making er cities... as were the strip sirthe award, Mr. Kell recognized loins we enjoyed as a guest. They
and reviewed the more than six had been flown especially from
years of service Mrs. Riley has Chicago for the occasion! Believe
given to the housewives in Mem- me, you've never tasted anything
phis, in representing the Pet Milk so delicious and so divinely tender
in any line of meat. With the
•
co.
He noted that Mrs. Riley was connoisseur piece de resistance
-wets,
the first Home Consultant employ- were buttered miniature potatoes,
ed by the company; and was se miniature who: beets, glazed car• \‘
lected because of her success as a rots, burgundy wine, hot rolls and
-"-//
housewife and mother.'This was finished with oh so cooling and
the beginning of the now wet deliciously refreshing, iced creme
known program of Pet Milk Serv de menthe.
Honorees of the elaborate event
ice to housewives.
In her more than six years were Mrs. Alfredo Saffold, Mrs.
with the company, Mrs. Riley has Thaddeus H. Horne, Mrs. Marion
become a familiar figure as "The D. Harris, Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson.
Pet Milk Lady" in serving thous- Mrs James M. Greene and Miss
ands of housewives and mothers in Barbara J. Jones, guest of Mr.
We extend greetings of the Yule td
helping with meal planning and Wilson, and Thaddeus T. Stokes.
serving. She has appeared at nu- editor of the Memphis World, who
of you whose friendship and loyalty
all
merous social functions serving was my escort.
We
will
are
city
our
sure
that
we
greatly cherish. As you celebrate
delicious Pet Milk recipes. One of
her most enjoyable duties, Mrs. look with pride to the efforts of
the holidays our thoughts will be
Riley states, "Is in the assistance The Sikhs in the ever growing desbe has been able to give hun- sire of our citizens to take pride
with you that this may be the lovedred of new mothers in working in the quality of their leisure time
liest, finest of them all.
with the local health department pursuits, which create the togethon the leaching of proper formula erness which is the capstone of
preparation". Besides Mrs. Riley, family life
14 other Pet Milk Company em- SHAOKELFORD WEDDING
The list of Memphis' eligible
ployees in the Memphis area, having five or more years of service bachelors was shortened by the
with the company, have been pre- recent wedding of Mrs. Cloteal
•
sented with •newly designed serv- Shackelford to George M. Toles,
well known local businessman,
CAPITAL & SURPLUS OVER $2,000,000
ice award emblem.
which took place at the residence
M EHARRY ALUMNI
Local alumni of Mellen), Medi.,of Rev. S. A. Owen, pastor of
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Merry
Go-Round

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

Gnosis Club
Gives Lovely
Pre-Xmas Fete

Bring Your Party
To

LUCKY STRIKE
CLEANERS
?IOW

TONY'S INN

1404 Lyceum Road

WH. 2-9281

A

Famous Landmark

1959

Luxurious Dining
In

Relaxed Environment.

PIANO LESSONS

See Mrs. Dodson for Your Musical Needs — Also
PIANO •ORGAN • RECORDS• STEREO HI-Fl PHONOGRAPH

BERL OLSWANGER MUSIC

BR 6-4476

1531 UNION

JA 7-9987

Entire Stock!.Gayoso Luggage
Reduced 40% to 50%

AN,\

_ •.„

Every Piece Must Go Regardless Of Cost . . . .
Best Values Go First!
Buy NOW For Christmas

• Famous Brands!

• Factory Samples!

• Many One-Of-A-Kind!
• Some Matched Sets!

All Sales Final!

All Sales For Cash!
HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES:
Sale Price
Item
Reg. Price
$14.97
$29.95 Ladies Pullman Case
$13.75
$27.50 Ladies Weekend Case
$17.97
$29.95 Ladies Weekend Cases
$18.50 Men's Portfolio Brief Case $11.50
$ 5.85
$ 9.75 Men's Brief Cases
$ 3.00
$ 5.00 Leather Wallets,

eny 1959

Thristmas

(All Prices Plus Tax)

E CO.
GAYOSO LUGGAG
Phone JA. 7-0614

29 So. Second

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Memphis, Tennessee

•

Young
€1 •
Memphis

Alonzo Locke
PTA inducts 25
New Members

Hi there, I know
you're glad to The Cotillion Society is
a newly .
be out of school. it
you know of'organized
any special
girl's club whie h;
happenings let me
know and I'll be glad to
write it boasts a membership of 14 alup. Here's a note for
those of you ready Their purpose is to Proinvited to Alias Reginia
Thigpen's mote the welfare of their mem•
)party this holiday
season, be sure'hers and to elevate the standards'
and call her if you
plan to attend of their associates. An introducthe breakfast
afterwards. T h e tion tea was given at Miss Diane
number to call is EXpress
7-5605.'Gray's home last Sunday.
Don't forget.
ANOTHER CLUB
Here are some dances
y o u Another club recently started Is
the Girl Friends, Inc. Most of the
should be interested in. Why
don't, members
are from Father Bertyou plan to attend. The
Co-Ettea rand School including President
Charity Ball for the benefit of
the Clydene Peterson, Vice-President
United Negro College Fund.
at Le- Lucinda Edwards, Secretary RicMoyne Commons Dec. 30.
At Cur-;ky Magraw, Treasurer Bonnie Littie's Club Tropicana, Jan.
8, will! tle and Business Manager Simone
be "A Night With the Bon
-Dads." hicAnulty• Other members are Ce-

41

PLANNING
cial events
ladies who
tertainment

MORE TOP sois this group of
c-ompose the encommittee of the

Lakeview
Gardens Country
Club.
Committee members
are, left to right, Mrs. Sans.
uel Peace, director of chil•

dren's activities; Mrs. R. F.
Mebane, secretary; Mrs. William
Jam,ison,
chairman;

It Happened In

A

WALKER
HOMES

By KATHERINE TAPPAN

JA 5-0521

'81

II)

For your post
favors and good
w41 . . . for
your friendship
which we value
s • h qhly . . .
for a wish of
happiness in
the future, we
extend our best
wishes for this
special Season.

1
9
5
9

(1)
•-s‘s.:,....s."•••••• .....«••••••....«••••
...•••• •

Flora's Flower Shop
S. G., Flora and Joyce Ann Cochrane

Mrs. Ortie Carr, to - chairman; and Mrs. Elisha Waed,
assistant sceretary.

Crawford Lucas, Cap Burnett, Prof. Charles Horner. principal.
Mrs. Ardena Gooch and Prof. and;OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
Mrs. Alonzo Weaver.
Mrs. Marvin Tappan is visiting
The stage decorations were in the home of her sister and
compliments of Jackson Florist on brother in law, Mr. and Mrs.
Ford rd. Mrs. Katherine Tappan, Freddie Tappan at 3457 W. Heropresident; Mrs. Charlene D a n- lake rd. Mrs. Tappan resides is
(trader,. chairman of publicity and New York.

/

Km hest- 1,t
,y of 1321
;his.

UNITED TAXI CO., Inc.
240 Linden Avenue

On Friday night, Dee. 18, Gib eelia Mosley, Marye Alice Bland, son's Kindergarten held their an.
Jackie Walker, Amy McNairy• and nual Spirit of Christmas program
at the Golden Methodist church
Betty Lester. The sponsors are
on Ford rd.
Mrs. Joyce Blackman and Airs.
The program consisted of maJanyth Seamore.
jorettes drill, Fairy Dance and
The Model Teens Social club numbers from the Kindergarten
met Sunday afternoon at the ;band. The devotion was conducthome of Miss Essie Boyd. Plans ed by the girls and boys of the
for activities during the holidays Kindergarten. It was very inspirwere finished. Members present ational and beautiful to see.
were Lois Davis, Vivian Barnes, Rev. C. Dandridge was t h e
;Clara Smith, Maxine Davis and master of ceremonies and, as
yours truly.
usual, did a wonderful job. Every
The Jaycerettes are having a number on the Program w a a
seemingly
enjoyed by those presNew Year Charity Ball at Curries
Club -Tropicana, Sunday, Jan. 3. ent.
The charge is only $1 at the door Some of the parents present
a nd the hours are
-1 a. m. were: Mrs. Charlene Dandridge,
President Marian Pegues asks Mrs. Earnestine Steverson, Mesfor your support during Deb-Teen dames Wilma Moore, Wallace,
Week. They will be giving a par- Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. John.
ty every night starting with Christ- nil Mae Peters, Mrs. Katherine
mas. Further information about Tappan. Other kuests included
them will be given at a later date. Mrs. Caldonia Allen, Mrs. VirginThe Counts Social club is hav- ia Tappan, from New York. Words
ing a Resolution Ball on the second of thanks were given by Mrs. Gibnight of January. Kenneth Cox is son. Mrs. Agnes Gibson is principresident, and Arthur Hull is vice- pal and Reverend Scott is pastor
'of the church.
president.
Claretta Cash was the last host- The Riverside MB church, loess for her club, the Las Denten- cated 248 Mitchell rd., will hold
ettes, where they made plans for Its dedication services Jan. IL
a private party in the near future. They are planning to make this
a historical event, so please be
Joanne Bolden is president.
That's all for now. Have a very present. They are looking for you
Merry Christmas and BE CARE- to help them make this program
a success. Mrs. Katherine TapFUL.
pan, chairman: Mrs. Mettle L.
Adams, to - chairman; M r
Charlene Dandridge, church reporter; and Rev. 0. D. White, pastor.
Friday night, Dec. 18, a musical
recital was presented at Walker
school of 322 King rd. The recital
was sponsored by the PTA and
featured Crawford Lucas as baritone, Mrs. Mettle F. Burnett, soprano and accompaniment by
Mrs. Margaret Moody.
During the intermission. t h e
Vice President, Mrs. Lillie M.
Hunt presented Mr. Horner with
a gift. The gift was a surprise,
and it left him almost speechless. The gift was presented in
behalf of the PTA.
Mrs. Burnett and Mr. Lucas did
wonderful job of entertaining
the audience as they gave their
undivided attention. Among t h e
many guests present were Mrs.

links!
l'•;xpresses most sincerely ow appreciatir,.'
for your friendliness and
fine patronage this: past year.

much you; patronage and

We extend best wishes

mewl to us We wr

for your happiness at Christma,;•;" •

tried to deserve this Iiiendship
and in the: years to corns
hope to

CONWAY'S PAN-AM
SERVICE STATION

329 LINDEN AVENUE

WI VC

you aitei,

The Management and

Employees of

1401
/
2 Hernando

CLUB FLAMINGO

JA. 6-9729

Clifford Minor, Owner

HERE'S THAT XMAS
GIFT SUITABLE FOR
* THE WHOLE *
FAMILY

LONG RIVER

We greet all our good
friends and customers
and extend our thanks
for patronage.

ROYAL
CLOTHING CO.

El Paso—The Rio Grande river
which comprises the international
boundary between the United
States and Mexico is one of the
longest on the continent, extending a distance of 2,200 miles.

Admiral

Admiral

Admiral Y979
The El Capitan

Super 30 Portable Stereophonic High Fidellty
Modal V919—Centurtan Grey and Charcool

TRINWIN Exeoutive • 17` Ftvrtable

The

*OWL.PL17141 - Tan lor0000 Lethorett aIhitil

205 So. Main

It's not so much the phrasing of a Christmas greeting
With all
our hearts
we wish
each of you
joy this
Yule season.
4

as the thought that prolapse it

ID

.ind the

sincerity with which it is offered.
'vc sincerely wish yog a very

Admiral MODEL T241,123
1959

061/11Hughes & Newsom Beauty )hop
IF.142shoens;
Guinn,
Guinn's Barber Shop Mr.Mr.H.K.F.W.McGrego
r
2506 Park Ave.

FA 7-9163

The Allerton
IMPERIAL 1":'
(Mr OVERALL DIAGONAL. VIEWABLE AREA 1/12 Ste MO
Model T2eM21—Charcoal Finish on Metal
Model T24M22--Mahogeny Grooved Finish on Metal
Model nebr23--Blonde Oak Drained Finish on Metal

ti
7 - CHRISTMAS a 444

ANY

ii

Sot.. Dec. 26, 19$11

I Committee sung, Silent Night;
reading, What We Thilk Christmas Means by Miss lintgles Tayfor: solo by Mrs. Sadye Miller
1(Life can lie Beautiful); solo by
Mrs Abet Whitrle%, president Miss Laura Green. (Bless This
House). solo by Mrs. Emma Lee
of the Alonzo Locke PTA presided
Wilson, ii An) On The Shining
over the meeting of the organiza- Pathway).
tion Dec. 10 in the school cafe
Sirs. Alice W'hitnes is preay
Whom
Mrs.• Darlene Willard, secretary,
Thank you cards from the many ind Mrs ii U. Lewis. principal.
peoule Willi had received '""ant- -giving baskets (coin the group
were acknowledged. Tweeo
OWNERS
new members also joined the PTA; Detroit—Ab
out 12 percent of U.
during this session, making a toS. families now own 1sore than 1
tal of SOO members.
A •,;:rogram made up of the alla automobile, and tbe percentage is
londma atumhers was presented growing.

By
TOMMY[ KAY HAYES

Accept our warmcst Greeting for this Holiday Season
and thank you for your patronage.

WI STATE OFFENDER

PHONE (Night or Day) BR. 5-1766
Memphis Costume
Rental Co.
234 Se. Mein

JA. 6-1685

Ad

miral. MODEL T221,412
The Cromwell
SUPER TABLE TV
OVERALL DIAGONAL. VIEWABLE AREA MI SQ. RIL)
Model T22M I I—Chareool iinieh on Weal
Model T22M12—Mehogany Groaned Fattish on Metal
Model T22M13--Blonde Oak Grained Finish ea Metal

TRI-STATE VACUUM COMPANY
1583 MADISON

r
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Sot., Dec. 26, 1959
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DUNCAN

HELEN

SLEEVES FIRST
now, and this makes for the oresThe sleeve is the answer this ent major silhouette change, both
Spring. Specifically, it is the wid- sleeve and bodice are widened or
ened and open-bottom sleeve and fulled, all under the arm. (Big
its relation to the bodice. T h • sleeves that puff or bulge in the
character of the sleeve with its images of the 1890s or periods
wide cylindrical shape, cut in one farther back than that don't figH
with bodice, is best described as ure, at least not yet).
A deeper arm hole may almost'
an offshoot of kimono style.'
be said to be the starting point'
We have been having sleeves in the changed
silhouete f o r
cut in one with bodice, or "un- Spring. You see this deeper armmounred sleeves" for a number hole with a n d without sleeves,
of years, but always the sleeve* and the depth of the cut underwere closely shaped to the arm arm varies, especially in sleeve.
less bodices. The cut off line for
to go with the taut bodice. But the longest of these
new cylinder
sleeves is around the elbow, but
many are clipped to half t ha t
length.
' This sleeve and armhold width
has begotten the capelet sleeve
identified by its ruppled fullness.
It, too, flows without benefit of
seaming, from the bodice, but it
also is done as a separate section. Circular cuts or fine pleating
do the trick.
KINDERGARTEN
Program,
—The South Memphis Kindergarten. 47 West DeSota a%e.
Only a doctor can diagnose and
held their Christmas program
treat cancer. Your best chance for
Dec. 16 at t he school. The
cure is to see him in time, says event consisted of several rec.Rations and songs rendered by
the American Cancer Society.
the pupils. Nearly all the stu-

dents in the school had a part
in the program. The students
include Joyce M. Haynes, .Annie L. Strong, Patricia Houston, Elaine Jordan, Ruby stein Thomas, Brenda C u
Evelyn Reese. Pamela Curry, Debra Jones, Deb-

orah Young, Debra Morrison,
Andrew Patterson, Gus BryGloria White, Andrewnita Wilant, Reginald Holmes and Jokens, Yolanda Winters, Joyce
seph Williams. Mrs. C. Moss
Lobbins, Stephanie Thornton,
is president, Mrs. Sarah Bee,
Gregory Moss, James Col%ice president and Mrs. Lalins, Connell Short, Walter
very Curry, secretary. R e v.
Stewart,
Anthony
Netter, L. A. Aldridge is treasurer
Ralph Clark, Barry Williams,
and Mrs. M. Little, above, is
the teacher.
nie Higgins, Mrs. Mary E. Murphy. Mrs. Lois Greenwood, Mrt,
Hollis Price, Mrs. C. -C. Sawyer,
claimed the admiration of guests Mrs. A. Mace.) Walker, Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Sarah Haynes.
throughout the lovely party.
Brown, Mrs. Winnie Lou H i I.;
GUESTS
Mrs. Marie L. Adams — who left1
Attending were Mrs. William
for Chicago, Ill., the following day
Owen, executive director of the
to spend the holidays with Mrs.
Vance Avenue Branch YWCA;
Daisy Kennedy, former MemphiMrs. Katie Greene, residence an; Mrs. Rebecca Biram,
M r s..
manager; Miss Minnie McFad- Houston Collier, Mrs. Eleanor Ogden, teen-age director; Board of lesby, Mrs. Cooper Taylor, M rs
management members Mrs. An- Willette Humphrey and special
guests, Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr..!
Mrs. Delorah Thompson, Dr. Hollis, Price, Charles Oglesby, Elder
B. T. Hunt and Miss Simons'
mother, Mrs. Hattie Simons.

Pre-Christmas Party Thrown By Miss Simon
Miss Harry Mae Simons home meat, Thursday, Dec. 17.
at /31 Hastings at , was the scene Members exchanged gifts beof a beautiful pre • Christmas fore a shimmering 6 foot floodparty complimenting the Vance lighted aluminum tree decorated
Avenue YWCA Board of Manage. by Mrs. James M. Greene, which

St. Matthew
Baptist Church
When tallering a Pulse Or (Oar,
pm should*, pods irt plot. before
theskong fa of sieev, /schuss felln•sa unh1 ii..,., hang withera a
wrinkle anywhere.

MERRY
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Veevere Sege Hese
;Ina Parts

Bowl* Beaters
•orl Potts

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS
Open
Serving
N ites

Wife Preservers

Rev. H. H. Harper, Pastor
Meditative And Religious
Hour Broadcast 8 P. M.
WDIA.
643 Wicks Avenue
JAckson 5-7163

•

The Bluff City Medical Auxili. sisters, the Misses Thompson of
ary held its annual Christmas din-'Memphis and North Carolina;
'Mrs. W. 0. Speight, sr.1 and Mrs.
ner, Friday, December 16, at
Speight; Mrs. R. L. Flagg: Mrs.
lia Walker clubhouse.
Westbrooks; Mrs. C. M.
The committee on arrange- D: H.
Roulhac and her daughter, Mrs.
Arments was headed by Mrs.
Philip S. Booth; and Dr. W. 0.
thur E. Horne.
Colorful decorations and a tra• Speight, jr., and Dr. B. L. Mcditional program of caroling and Cleave.
: games provided the gaiety that aepresenting tbe Bluff City Den.
• will continue through the holidays
Association were Mrs. George
ahead which will be filled with tal
many more beautiful social West and Dr. West: Mrs. F.
events.
Frank White. president, and D
Among the medical wives pres- White; Mrs, W. A. Young, a
ent were Mrs. James S. Byes, Dr. Young; Mrs. Charles Pinkston
president of he Bluff City Medi•
and Dr. Pinkston: Mrs. John F.
cal Auxiliary; Mrs. Arthur E.
Horne, chairman of arrange- Jordan and Dr. Jordan; Mrs. Vasments: Mrs. W. A. Bisson and Dr. co Smith; and Dr. Cooper Taylor.
Bisson; Mrs. Jewel Brawner and Games, in which only the men
her daughter Dr. Clara Brawner;
resulted in a prize
Mrs. .1. H. Seward and Dr. Se- participated,
ward, accompanied by two of her for Dr. John Jordan.

Fasnion Flair
By

Holds Annual Xmas Dinner

MERRY

't***

ciosrmAS
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POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Accept our wannest

E. .
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. !-vi'offininflinitimilmilimilimilinimilimmillimiiillio

Since '32

Parking

164141 aid Ti Tabor abetted Pres
760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631 .2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507

May Cod who gave His love

•

fa the Christ Child males ids Chtiesehee
Joyous, and may Hs Spirit

Keep you through the coming year.
May the tender rne,mories

RICORIVA FOR IVIRYONI

greeting for this
Holiday season. And
thank you for
your many
courtesies.

=
:7E,.=. NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM :g---- - =-7
..
,
-7- _--

You

Free

as. Poplar se lerefehatdele

Ot happy tante

/kerne JA 1-1245

With your

Jimmy's Village
1041

Mississippi Ave.
WH. 2-9113
Home Cooked Food
A Specialty

Barbecue
Mr.

evlitticta.

loved ones

Greg toy to your heart.

Collins Chapel C.M.E. Church

0

Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Pastor

678 Washington Avenue

Chicken

Seafood
Mrs. James B. Dooit, Prop.

1

May the *ph* of Hint

Gell CiliEl

whoa* birthder
oefebeete

Rhodes-Jennings Furniture Company

dm* kv ow\

66 North Main
of love

"Peace I leave with
yov. my peace I give
unto you: Not 1.
the %odd giveth,
give I unto you. Let
not your heart he
troubled, neither let
it be afraid."'

JA. 5-1381
Thanks for ,...
patronage
.. your pat
tronage
h

adding a deeper

appreatattoti of

u.11111111111111211111111••10•1111111111•11

spiritual

valuies that are true and lasting.

JA. 6-7471

E. F. Hayes, President — B. V. Hayes, Secretary
Eddie Hayes, Jr., Asst. Director

ON WALLPAPER
ON PAINTS

(

past year.

Joists 14:17

•.•

May ate spirit (Si dee

Simeon s

•

iflf ass( of Bethlehem

: H.A. CARROL & Co.:

BEST
WISHES

theevgh the Chrietords

Hayes And Langston Funeral Home •
699 North 2nd

SAVE

m MA

FREE CITY DELIVERY

405 Monroe - JA. 3-1626 •
HERBERT STREULI . WALTER STRE W
•
.
romainsim•Us••••••Isasse!

k a reality so you atM

Taystee
Bread

Semen'.

Curries'

Club Tropicana
i

(
0 et us pause on this

1331 Thomas
1.4 6.9949
Memphis Tenn

Brodie Funeral Home
1060 Kerr Avenue

WH. 8-5047

_

Christmas Day and re-

folf ie tc film*
end*. earth peace. food a-4

new our pledge of giving,

MERRY cosiyg

Luis I 11

wholeheartedly to attain
peace of mind for

Our

own happiness. Our sinktay the

ioys and peace

of Christmas be

uith you today and always

cere wishes for a happy

Ever mindful of your

and holy Christmas..

friendship and good will,
we wish you and yours

peace ... tor your home.

a most Happy Holiday

that will linger through

with the realization

the days to come.

of dreams far beyond
all expectations.

George Breathett Funeral Home
1919 —

GL. 2-4282

1959

2868 Bartlett Rd.

GL. 2-6076

Victory Funeral Home
J. S Edward, President - M. J. Edward, S,cretary

871 Morechalniel

FA 3-2636

Pastors, Ottictr, And

T. H. Hayes & Sons Funeral Home
Members

ST. JAMES A. M. E. CHURCH
600 North 4.h Street — Rev. E. M. Alcorn, Pastor

1902 —

680 Lauderdale

1939

JA. 5-3518

I)•

er
inpson of
Carolina;
4 and Mrs.
lagg; Mrs.
rs. C. M.
hter, Mrs.
Dr. W. 0.
B. L. Me-

Ili per cent lit 2 Per cent" Off For Yule
'
Tour
Self employed -- those w hp
) work for themselves — will pay So HOLLYWOOD — IU Pit —,
Comedian Bob Hope took off Sun-)
34 Percent on their net income
Christmas touri
for i95.9; this rate wet increase day for his eighth
to 4', percent on IWO earnings of military bases.
Hope and hos troupe will vialti
for . . .
instain
k.
ente
Navy AaineehAir
eorce
d e tF
S
,t These increases were segduledl,A4im
onyi
S. S.
in telfeit
i atin e:a,i
'
tidnedr toll''
Anterican servicemen, The group{
1,
Starting wits your first p a
byipreseronvegrets.hse
3%cent over the amount now being;of the Soda
ina:l,udes Jayne Mansfield, Frances'
--:
timal it
check next year, 1050, your
security prograllsocial)deducted from your pay. T h e Other increases are scheduled
fo* Jerry Colonna and Skin.),
111:4
'
ang--1
pereentlamount of your employer's contri- 1963. 19ftl, and WM, at which
Ennis. They will be lone;
;
eh:
c
it ri
is
tyF1:117neri
ease be
3 of 1 per-i hution
of k.2
w ill also be increased front,the contribution rates are to
level)eight days.
— - --

1

ax

'
S GREETINGS
SEASON
FROM
wn
The LAKEVIEW GARDENS FAmiit y

t City Dears. George
; Mrs. E.
t
t, and Dni
oung, a
•
tea Pinkston
s. John E.
: Mrs. Vas-

off. This overall schedule of tax
,rates is designed to meet. the fuiture obligations of the program
and keep it on a self - supporting!
basis,
A TRIBUTE TO CHRISTMAS
The increased rate on wages.
blessed with Whnil he applied to pay you receive America is
ue wayso
ae
etter the last day of this year.Idlys.Hd
of;ingsofIn
ing.elinliedearyiesofvari° t observThis applies even though some
But of all the days that we
the wages in your first pay next
be
year may have been earned in observe, "Christmas seems to
"The Holiday" with all of us. It
1959.
feel the
Your social security contribu- is the day that we seem to
tion pays for three different basic true significance more than any
protections for you — loss of re- other—the birth of our Savior —
was
ttrenient income at age 62 for and we haye learned that Ile
women, 65 for men — protection born in Bethlehem of Judea.
a "PINNED" FOR SERVICE —
for certain of your survivors if' 1 dare say we could speak
other L. C. Walker, manager of the
!you should die before retirement; straight sentence about any
North Carolina. Mutual Life
and for disability benefits after holiday. We have out set ideas Insurance co., awards a 10'
naH
age 50 if you are unable to en- about why. we celebrate other
J. I. (.111.
really know year service pin
gage in any substantial gainful tional days, but do we
ders, staff manager, while.
we?
why?
Do
payemployment. Actually, your
from left, C. S. Johnson.
ment, out of each pay check, Christmas is the time when we; agent; N. R. Webster, and A.
pays for .a "package of protec- feel it is our duty to give gifts L. Thompson masa their turn
to our loved ones, just as the, to., receive a pin. The urea tion."
three wise men gave gifts to the
Thesocial security taxes c
lected by the Internal Revenue baby Jesus. And it is a ,time wheni
Service are deposited in specific we reflect upon God's wonderful; VISITOR
Michigan to at
trust funds and are used to pay gift to the world, His Son Jesus: Coming in Irmo
Darthe benefits and other costs of the In a few days, we shall relive' tend the funeral of his aunt,
Mrs.
Program, They may be used for the wonderful event with the shep-1 nisha Flagg, was Mr. and
Hayes
and
son.
no other purpose. The portion of herds, wise nien, Mary and Jos- Carthell
from Green/and is Mr. J. .
the trust funds not required for eph. On our radios and televisions ' In.
current disbursement is invested we shall hear the "Hallelujah Cho- Brent, Jr. "Bud" as he is known,
Cal
in interest bearing United States rus" in all its beauty and har- is in route to the West Coast,
Government-seourities.
mony telling, the world that "Ile ifornia, to he sure. Says he is (inc.
Self-employed taxpayers w h o Shall Reign Forever and Ever." but coming from a climate of 35
report their income on other than The beautiful carols will add to the degrees below, he says it's ration
a calendar year basis, will ap- story and the early morning wor- warm around these parts. About
ply the increased contribution to ship at your church will do much re-enlisting — WELL.
the first annual return they make for you spiritually.
Chrlstm a s!! You're wonderfulMRS.
T"GApVEONN after 1959.

sion was the highlight of the
annual Christmas party held

by As company laet week la
the company's office.

6eeter End
Drive With
Family Night

Best Wishes For A
Moly Christnzas And
'rizi Happy New Year!

Wolfe Homes, Inc.

•••110•1• to •110t••
Also 'i pollens 100.. SO PROOF

mute !Intl we. COM outoi Splits Newt C it
PUS AIX OrttaiCf., me g litgts KAM SiSIAING CO. taS1011 At

The annual membership drive of
the Gemer High School P'rA culmi
nated Dee. 10 in the school gym
along with a family night,
In an open house plan each
teacher had ready the necessary
information on her students to in
form parents of their progress.
A short program was presentcl
by the school band, chorus and
others. The attendance of parents
was large. Expressions were made
by Rev. J, L. Tolbert, W. H. Golden, N. J. Ford and Mrs. M. T.
Heard. On hand was Coach W. H.
Stevens. who has had experience
with athletics in Germany. Hs will
return in 1960.

4_1V-VILInillEVMME

Wishing All A Merry Christmas
And A Happy New Year

Good wishes
to our many
good patrons.
1959

,
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4 Stops

HURT1NQ YOU?
isamilatt
Relief(
A tow ela4lo of ourGioidt %tor bard

Nam,

boa tarabotagro of 1,11,v/bolt
1.
%
J
r lat b
mad Adz
pad diambort
1.drag orambo.

Helps Heal And Clear

As we approach the Christmas
holidays we often wonder if we
have the true Christmas spirit.
We might ask ourselves What is
Zemo—liquid or ointment—a docThe Christmas Spirit?
tor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
tgl
It is the spirit which brings a itching, stops svratclung and so
YO
smile to the lips and tenderness. to helps heal and clear surface skin
rashes. Buy Extraz
heart; it is the spirit which Strength Zemo for
the
Augustus
of
Allen
Pontotoc.
Mrs.
Memorial
and
Crump
Mr.
— Dore at E. H.
warms one into friendship with all stubborn cases!
and
Mr.
Lee,
to
Jimmie
Exchange.
son,
December
1959
A
6,
Despite'
112
—
the world, which serves one to
A son, Freaky Darryl, to Mr. A son, Johnny Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Wells of 870 Anhold out the hand of friendship to
and Mrs, Napoleon Taylor of 975 Mrs. John W. Gray of 3442 Horn- nie.
every man and woman, to every
lake Rd.
Woodlawn.
A son, Timmie Lee, to Mr. and
boy and girl.
'DECEMBER 7
Lobbins
Denise,
Mrs.
Jacqueline,
daughter,
Jodie
W.
of
304
PerA
For the Christmas mi ito is,
A daughter, Jacquelyn Elaine, to to Mr. and Mrs. James Boyland son.
"Peace on earth, good-will to
/dr. and Mrs. Lee R. Neal, of of 1299 Decatur.
A daughter, Juwana Yvette, to
Men," and the spirit of Christmas
Rt. 3 Box 311.
A daughter, Sandra Denise, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Pernell of
demands that it ring in our hearts
A daughter, Norma Ja'Net, to Mr. and Mrs. James E. Pryor of 1508 Pillow.
and find expression in kindly acts
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Williams 2149 Chelsea.
A daughter, Hazel Laverne, to
and loving words. What a beautiof 231 Radar Rd.
A son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Odell Tidwell of 645
ful place the world would be to
DECEMBER 8
Arthur Strickland of 1680 Mt. Pis- Buntyn.
live in if there were Peace and
A daughter, Melanie Ann, to gah.
Good-will everywhere and alA
Charles
son,
Edward,
Mr.
to
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Cooper A son, Richard Lee, to Mr. and
ways.
and Mrs. Willie J. Horton of 1348
of 808 Brown Mall, Apt. E.
Mrs. Lee E. Seldon of 183 Mt.
N. McNeil.
Let ea,
h of us resolve that, so
A daughter, Sherline Denease, Pleasant.
far 7. we are concerned, peace
to Mr. and Mrs. Boston Mender. A son, Glenn Edward, to Mr. A daughter, Rose Mary, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Smith of 577 Fite
and
good-will
shall be our motto
son of 3441 Johnson-A.
and Mrs. Robert Hardy of 271
Road.
every day, and we will do our
DECEMBER 9
Munford.
h.2st to make the Christmas spirit
A son, Milton Ray, to Mr. and A daughter, Barbara Joyce, to DECEMBER 17
last all the year round.
Mrs. Howard Robertson of 1810 Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Everett of A daughter, Gloria Dean, to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jerry Willis of 9.57
Edmondson.
The Musical recital presented
491 Felix.
Neptune.
A son, Ronald Maurice, to Mr. DECEMBER 14
by the Tr -County Choral group,
A
daughter,
Teresa,
to
Mr.
and
and Mrs. James E. White of 3014 A daughter, Wanda Gail, to Mr.
under the direction of Mrs. Jennie
1959
Mrs. Roosevelt Briggs of 1411 DeSupreme.
Vance, Monday night at Lane
and Mn. Archie Anderson of 2372
catur.
Chapel CME church was a sucShasta.
DECEMBER 10
A daughter, Trennie Carol, to Technical Sergeant Bruce Mit- 9358 he was the top Air Force
cess in every way. The program
A daughter, Treva 'Trinere, to A daughter, Cloyce Fay, to Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Prewitt of chell of the U. S. Air Force Re- recruiter for the Memphis area.
May the peace,
was
sponsored by the City FederaMr. and Mrs. Edward R. Carter and Mrs. George Sykes of 188 W.
106 Dover.
During June lass he enlisted 49 December 14, the 60 students of tion of Women's
cruiting Office in Memphis, now
California.
of 1184 Tunica Apt. C.
Clubs, Mrs. Lenlove
and good
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt beginning his sixth year as
a re- men in one month. For eight the freshman class of Father Ber- Ha Cunningham, president. The
A son, Norris Renard. to Mr. A daughter, Classie Mac, to Mr.
will of that first
months during the last fiscal year trend high school. Memphis, ac- singers sang
and Mrs. George Seay of 844 La- and Mrs. Leroy Wilson of 2013 Martin of 381. Driver.
out
of
their
cruiter,
announced
hearts
this week that
A daughter, Brenda Lee, to Mr.
Sgt. Mitchell was assigned as a companied by W. P. Porter, home and every one enjoyed
Christmas be
von.
Hubert.
the proand Mrs. Louis Johnson of 1364 that many vacancies now exist in Sales Supervisor and was the lead- room teacher of freshman B and gram.
DECEMBER 11
The proceeds went to the
A daughter, Terry Ann, to Mr.
yours forever.
Wabash.
Force
Air
practically
the
in
all
supervisor
ing
in
Memphis
for
sister
Mary
this
James
BVM.,
the Gillespie Kindergarten.
A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Hardin of 2727
A daughter, Vicki Lynn, to Mr. career fields, without any waiting, period,
principal of Father Bertrand high STIGALL
MMus Day of 110 Modder.
Park.
NEWS
and Mrs. Lucky Dowery of 2342 period.
enlistments
went
by
bus
to
entertain
For
the
.
old
desiring
men
daughter,
,
Wanda, to Mr. and A daughter, Kim Tanya, to Mr.
A
Last ,Friday night the Stigall
pees, people with carols and to distrianv
vacancies
mat
at
1,ve
Mrs. Hubert Scott of 829 May- and Mrs. Charles Chatham of 1604 Douglas.
Sundries
Hornets met the basketball team
m--A dughter
a,Anita Patrice, to This is the first time in many ent
.
'
time for electronics
wood.
Sunset.
and me- bute gifts to them.
from Carver High school, Browns- 1924 Hearst WH. 2-4080
months,
according
Mitchell,
Sgt.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John Miles of 896
technical schools. Anyone interest- Bath salts, decorated bottles of ville, and defeated
Sons at John Gaston Hospital
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Boos.them on StigLe Moyne Mall.
that young men and women may ed should stop in to see Sgt Hit• hand lotion,
.DECEMBER 11
veil Bingham of 2341 Saracorsages, and Kleen- all's court. On Wednesday night,
A
daughter,
without
enlist
Laura
Annette,
waiting
period.
a
to
1
chanical training in Air. Force ex packs were among the gifts the teams
A son, Nathan Darnell, to Mr. toga.
traveled to Milan to
Ind Mrs. Nathaniel Seals of 10381 A daughter, Margie, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Ike Quilling of 1221 Sgt. Mitchell stated that at the , chell or any other Air Force re- wither made or wrapped by the play the teams
of the Gibson CounN. Manassas.
tichert.
Mrs. Charles Smith of 1506 Ball
present time, in addition to the cruiter at the Recruit= office. homemaking class. The boys ty Training school. Stigall boys
A daughter, Juanita Renee, to
256 Madison ave.. in Memohia. i brought proper gifts for the men. won
A son, Calvin Levell, to Mr. Rd.
enlistments,
regular
by
a
°ppm
many
,
score
'
of 62 to 38. Stigall
Ind Mrs. Jimmie Jordan of 16 E. A daughter, Karen Michelle, to Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm M. Hale
girls lost by a score of 54 to 27.
tunities exist for high school grad.
of 2383 Warren.
dcLernore.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mathews of
Mrs. N. F. Williams the Home
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Sammy i tiates as Aviation Cadets. Young
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Ben 964 Leath.
Economics teacher of Stigall and
Neely of 378 So. Wellington.
I'. Kegler of 216 W. Uthan.
men between the ages of 19 and
A son, Willie Edward, to Mr.
a group of girls rendered a proA daughter, Andrea Sherrelle, and Mrs. Willie Malone of 915. A daughter, Rita Ellen, to Mr. 26/
2 with a high school diploma,
gram at St. Mary's hospital at
and Mrs. Robert Milan of 480 Wil- 1
o Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Word. Strafford.
mental
and
the
pass
can
who
and
the
annual Christmas party given
Items.
)W of 845 Second.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
for the Employees of St. Mary's
A son, Kenneth Maurice, to Mr. physical examinations, may be
A daughter, Marian, to Mr. and Hall of 405 Butler.
enlisted
directly
,
Cadet
trainfor
Three
girls from the Home Ecofrais. Lindsey Miller of 1060 Tul- A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. James Gardner of 2311: i Mg. Upon completion of their
nomics department iserved as
Carnes.
M. L. Taylor of 1074 Tulley.
etl:
waitresses for the lovely party.
A son, Shelley Lee! to Mr. and training they will be commissionfe.mn, Shannon Andre,' to Mr. DECEMBER 15
ed as second lieutenants and placEveryone enjoyed the program
natAirs. Jarvis Taylor of 1168 A son, Gregory, to Mr. a n d Mrs. Roosevelt Turner of 3009 ed on duty as pilots or navigators
and the type of service rendered
Hornlake.
tadthIL
Mrs. Leon Moody of 2517 Vandale.
and will .be flying officers in the
by the girls.
A son, Gerald Princeton, to A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Air Force.
of Mr. and Mrs.
Ir. and Mrs. Huey P. Payne of:Shelton of 640 Ayers.
Since Jan. 1955 Sgt. Mitchell
Ben F. Sims are honoring their
03 Seventh.
A son, Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs.
has enlisted more than 600 young
parents
with open house as they
A daughter, LaShanda Tormette, Eska Phipps of 258 W. Dison.
men and women into the Air
/
celebrate their 15th wedding anniMe. and Mrs. William R. Car. A daughter, Joyce Marie, to
Force. A native of Bethel Springs,
versary on Tuesday, Dec. 29, 1959,
✓ of 3520 Dillard.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wilbourn of
Tenn., he has been one of the top
in their home, R. F, D. 3, HumA daughter, Diane, to Mr. and 180 Mallory.
recruiters in the Mid - South. Durboldt. All of the friends of this
bra. Roosevelt Green of 1325 So. A daughter, Charlean, to Mr.
ing fiscal years 1956, 1957 and
family are cordially invited to atlain.
and Mrs. Sammie Allen of 977
tend the affair from 3 to 5 p.
A son, Kenneth Jackey, to Mr. Florida.
It has made us proud
Gifts not expected.
rid Mrs. George Lane of 1570 Ely. A son, Donnie Wesley, to Mr.
to be your friend and
May I wish for each of you
A daughter, Sandra Fay, to Mr. and Mrs. John Ray of 952
my
Cowreaders,
A
we take this means of
VERY
AENGELHOLM, Sweden
rid Mrs. Robert Steele of 1391 ard.
MERRY
—
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
Jceum.
(UPI) — A local woman escaped
Isok
wishing you and yours
A son, Solomon Corteze, to Mr.
NEW
YEAR.
• ice
with minor injuries Sunday night
Cottrell C. Thomas.
A daughter, Diane to Mr. and and Mrs. Solomon Jones
of 716
a merry
Christmas.
after being run over by a train.
Ira. Henry Bailey of 81.34 High- Tate.
__
,
The
woman,
who had been walkay 64.
HOMICIDE RATE
DECEMBER 16
ing along the tracs, dived beiECEMBER 13
/6
A son, Eddie Lewis, jr., to Mr.
Washington—The homicide rate
tween the rails just as the train
A daughter, Carolyn Denise, to and Mrs. Eddie Campbell
in the U.S. is twice that of
of 373
Canacame upon her.
da or Australia, three times
that
of Scotland and about six
times, i
500 Beale Ave.
that of England.

ItchySkin Rash!

emo

&It Afford College? Bertrand Kids
This May Be For You Entertain Aged
with Carols

Village Green

TELEVISION TIME

THIS IS SPORT?

Escapes Death

I/

_
Hippodrome
Roll-A-Rink

—Cot

ONE
SOLITARY
[WERE

/

IS A YOUNG MAN who was
boa in an obscure viDage, the child of
a peasant woman. He grew up in another
village. Pie smelled Si a carpenter shop until
he was thirty, and then for three year(
he was an itinerant preacher. lie
never wrote a book. He never held an office.
lie newer owned a boom He never
had a family. He never went to college. He
loves pot his loot Swede a city, lie never traveled
two hundred miles from the
place where be wee born. He never
did one of the things that usually accompany
gaminess. fie had nu medsch but
himself.
1Phile be am MI a yoraeg ram the
tide of public opinion turned against hint.
Its friends ran away. He was turned
over to his enemies. He went through the
nicchnev of a trial. He was needed to it cross
between two thieves. While he was
dying, he saecietioners gambled for the
only piece of property he had on
earth,
and that WM bad coat When he
was dead, be was kid SI a
borrowed grave through
the pity of a &sad

*Or

16.
01,

lembeen wide osnewees love cane and gone,
and today be is the central figura
of the homes race and the leader of the
whams of progress. I are far within the
mese when f sey that tithe armies that
ever marched, and all the nevi's that were
over beak and al the pediments that
ever set, and all the Itlogs that over
reigned,
pra totoelbse, hem sot affeeled
the We of OM apes this ease as he. that
One Scitmey Liier—Agtorpt
ere

the Occasion of His Birthday
We Wish to Extend Our Most Sincere Yuletide Greetings

From all of us to all of
you our best wishes.
Thanks for your patronage ... we look
forward to serving
you in 1960.

On

McKISSACK & McKISSACK

Architects and Builders
,Nouvilk, Tennessee

WEONA & BY - RYT
FOOD STORES

•

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!

15

Sot., Dec. 26, 1959

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods For Sale, Do
You Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

Today - - The Tri-State Defender Announces A New Service To Want-Ad Advertisers.

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

You Do Not Have To Leave Home To Place A Want-Ad In The TO
State Defender. Just Call Us And Say 'Charge It'. We Will Take Your Ad.

.70

YOU WILL GET RESULTS. PHONES JAckson 6-8397 JAckson 6-8398 Ask For Miss Fast Action Results
!ti Business Directory

Memphis Business
Service Directory
19 BUSINESS SERVICES

\ESS SERVICES

BONDS SIGNED ANY TIME
DAY OR NIGHT '
Phone JA. 5-5406

519 VANCE AVE
MEMPHIS 5, TENN.

13.-BUSINRIMI

Individual Hair Styles
• Specialists in Hair Processing

BR. 4-1411
HAIR STYLE SALE. CHARM/LK BEAU.
ty Salon, for holiday reduction. roil
L Hargrove.
Mrs.

Mettle
, •124 Hernando

HARDY AND RATCLIFF
164 South Fourth
Jackson 6-9220

TAYLOR'S

NOW

GULF SERVICE STATION

COMPLETE

United

HENDERSON

Laundry-Cleaners
ONE-DAY SERVICE
697 So, Lauderdale Street
Phone JA 5 .9233
TWO BRANCHES.

HOWARD .& FOSTER

GOODFRIEND'S
Laundry-Cleaners

SAVE

$300

260 Illinois - Ph. WH 8 - 9503

ROYAL CLEANERS

To

$500

Day & Evening
Classes

MEN'S

376 Vance A

SAMPLE
SHOE STORE

FOX'S PORO
BEAUTY
SHOP
Mrs. Odell Fox, Mgr.

CHARNEL'S

340 Westbrook Rd.
WP( 6 - 0031

and Without Appointment
William's Barber Shop 324With
JA 7-3056
Hernando St.

1607 Ely At Essex
WH. 8-7416

CSC LB

111 ENE E

1121=1:3031

DAY. Nome% SUNDAY
OL.
TV Service
Tube
.
GISo, Picture Tube .

21" Glass Picture
17"
Installed
Servie•
City Wide TV
Chelsea

REBUILT

3464

--

Automobile Body

TIRE SERVICE CO

Pointing

Dewey's Auto Service

UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 64118

7,19

47$ Linden Aye. JA 7-0328

\

Veterans Approved
Students Welcomed
Out-of-town Students Invited

P. 0. Son ISM

Rehabilitation

testslas ems will)
Elmer L Hubbord,M.A. Meddle

-- --1•
ICLASSIFIED ADS 1i
I MAIL IN YOUR
Tares
No el Loot
isc
I
Figure
60c
30c
2
L

4
5

-

/

51 Furnished Rooms

5 Average
Words To
The Line

(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

PLEASE-

JAckson 6-5860

LORRAINE HOTEL
AND MOTEL
Tourists Invited

I
I
I
/
I

Ocala, FIR

136$ YOT1r0e,

you lest faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Aro roe
in bad health? Aro you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let 311.9AM BELL advise you at one.. she
will read file to you just as she would read an open book
not • success If you have
Tell you why yegr job or business
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on RIghway 51 South. Just ever MIsalsalppt mate
line. on the way to Hernando Fler home Is 2 blocks below
where she used M stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be iti
to Mob for the RED BRIM HOUSE and you'll nod her there
had an Wire Is West Memphis.)
at all time.. Me
Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State Line and pt
walk 1 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
elf at Stam Line

NAME

TELEPHONE

an

RAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

CITY

ADDRESS

genre • a an in 9 p.n.
Daily Open an smithy'

Tri-State Defender

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.

Reading
1

I don't mato any home tans or answer any letters. Be sue
' to look Mr the right sign Ind the rlrht name.
.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

WELLINGTON
••••

Sawyer, Itti Annual Christmas. Party, 1329 South Parkway
•
East, invitational.

ROAOMASTER BUICK
035000 -. 2103 Hunter St
OR 6-5103
AM for Mr or Mrs Ford
10$3

31 Female Help Wanted

. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24
Les 5'oguettes Club, Yuletide Ball, Curries Club Tropicana, ,
10 to 2 a.m., subscription.

50A:08 41301 NEEDED AT ONCE
Guaranteed Job,. 130-00
flantorous
Tickets advanced
fret A-1 Aisne,
100A Main Al . SeinDstead, Long

SUNDAY, DECEMBER ri
SEC Bridge Club, Holiday Soiree, Universal Life Insurance
Co. Dining Hall, 234 Linden Ake., 9 to I a.in.

Act, Raslyb Heights 11, L. I.. K. Y.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 24
Chaplain and Mrs. Lee A. Thigpen, Jr., birthday dapcg,
complimenting Miss Regina Thigpen, 9 to 1 a.m., Fuller CoAn•
try Club; breakfast party following, Lakeview Country Club,
LaVogue Bridge Club, Yuletide Dance, Curries Club Trob-• •
cans, pi to 2 a.m.

weekly, best
hamea
lawn.
Uniform., room & board
Wand
N. Y.
COOKS. SLEEP-IN
HOUSEKEEPERS
'loll room. television, 830-900. Reply •
address. pt
e o r references
nahon
liltme,
Tickets sent Besk, Meld Agency, 0 Limo!.
0,5 WEEKLY AT HOW DIONIPIED
housewives wort. Opportunity folio 0200
C. JAY SALES. MS Armory Cincinnati.
Ohio.

telephone from
e folio $3 00 C
Sales. 585 Armui Cincinnati It

1100 WEEKLY.
0114mi:tee !Mtn.iii

30

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 29
Nonchalant Bridge Club, annual Christmas dance, 0,:.•
ne's Club Tropicana, 10 to 2 p.m.

s

Situations Wanted

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 30
51emphis Chapter of Co-Ettes Inc., 1st annual Christmas
charity ball, LeMoyne College Commons, 8 to 12 p.m.

; HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE DESIRFS
i stead: Job. 1.•00 P.r. Attending night
school Ham reference.
WH 3-1140
TRUCK DRIVER .
ROB
Mr.

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.

mon, John Jones

know them, here they are:
Boyfriend taker, Miss Ruby
Hubbard: Love maker, Isliss BeSimpMae
Willie
Smartest girl,
atrice Person: Heart break en.
son; smartest boy, Melvin Cotten; (smile) Miss Toddy White: Viet!
cutest girl, Bettye Chambers; ous (watch outl, Miss Willie
most handsome boy, Cuba Wald- Johnson: Pepper (meaning hot),
ington, girl with best figure, Ruby Miss Joan Hubbard; The burning
Ilubbard; coolest chick, On Flet- flame, Miss Willie Mae Simpson;
cher; coolest cat, Mitchell Green. and last but not least, Miss Pol.
son Ivy, Miss Ora Fletcher.
45 Ilousehold Furnishing
PEOPLE ARE WONDERING
How B. W. took P. P. fromeW.
Furniture, home and office, L. J. - Whatever happened to
T. D, and T. W. (quote T.
refrigerators, ranges,
I'm tired now, but I can't under.
televisions and radios
stand.) Will B. Chambers and A.
bought and sold. Terms. B. McClendon make 3 come-back,
or will Phyllis and Shorty over-

ens.
WHO'S WHO AT "W"

Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature
"Coll The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

Park Ave. Home
Service
2445 Park
Ph. FA 4-9666

The Tri-State DefenderIi

rule.
HINTS TO THE WISE
It's not the broken heart that
hurts. It's the heart while being

broken, but remember, it won't
bleed forever. Someday, t h
wound will heal: - Yours truly.
1Toddy.

t-teme-tfwvswevtev-tetve-tr
FRANK'S

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS Nor
A GYPSY
Thug Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at lau sits Is
back to stay in her new borne
Are you Disaattstled with marriage? Rano

1

90c
1.20
1.50

to the advertiser.

MADAM BELL

JE5•6161
MINISTER WANTS TO
- I RESPECTABLE
For
borrow large tam nt money,
St.toots8,Mo.
CURTAINS IRONED
4448 Washington
RUFFLEDWashington,
Information, write P. 0. Boo 311. awrouniriedDieei
J (her
364 So Fourth
Fannie
JA 74044. /31 monis, Tenn.
Apt. C

45c
60c
75c

charged

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 25
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 11. Ilayea and Mr and Mrs. C. C,

25 Autos For Sale

WORLD" Blessed Oil. Cost $3.50. Blemed
tad chain free with order. Send for
ROOM IN NICE SOME
161 Madison
with Christian woman. For refl. couple
orders 4111$ So.
Angeiee 37. Celli.
JA. 7-3421
DePt- D. B.
WH 5.41144
to,,
and
'tn."
YOUR ASTROLOGICAL GUIDE. TELLS II"'
For
Estate
Sale
Real
84
about past, present. fUture. MOney,
61 No. Third
love. health. Send birthday and 52 00
W. A. Johnson. 414 McRae. Wilmington, LARGE BEAUTIFUL RRICK CHURCH.,
JA. 7-1402
N. C
fully Al, Conditioned All furnishings
"Mort For The Family
go with building. Located on two bus
IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM THT
THAT Hi In,.A
of Parking spore, large
Plenty
At Family Finance"
anti .0 yon down, Call BR. 6-1945 for
comer lot Seating capacity 600. Large
appointment
Sundae school rooms 2 nursery room,
535.000 rash. 8a/ance financed ever 20
TROUBLED? MONEY PROBLEMS? ix-CN'T year period.
t Pays To Advertise In,
Give Op, Solution Avellable.
BR. 6-5531
BR. 3-1340
BR. 4-7783
DIXIE SA1.68
Godwin Is CO.

lirS.

Per
Insertion
Per
eis
Line
CLASSIFICATION

The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town advertisers mail received addressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be

medal
price hst of hundreds of bles..e. otoducta.
No COD
BrOadi.17. on
i.e.

Key Punch, Personality DeveloPm•Itte
Civil Service, Real Estate and
Court Rapoit;nia Courses
Sinai. 1948
Olt mil freest Clow

$2195
$17.95

Al
7 lines
maitsial
type

Dilly Rates - Air Conditioned
MME. HOWARD
1Private Baths - Telephone • Radio
7717 Kinsmen Road
COFFEE SHOP
Cleveland 4. Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Batty
Owner - Manager
SEVEN SI
406 Mulberry
AND ALGIRRi CANDLE
o LES
PRL,.
°
HEWHO
1
41
offers fain., "SEVEN BOSSES OP THE
JAckson 5-6834

or more of
Br Set To Musty Send oneFREE
EXAMsubject, Immediate tOnsid- Distlnctively serving the Midwest with
INATION.
MADE
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Accounting, Business Administration,
49 W 3200 St.
CROWN MUSIC co,
Studio $34, New York I
&ninon Machines, Siseriglariol, IBM

WRECKS

and

DONATION

1111k
INSL___11351113141,

POEM. WANTED
TO
your bevt poem, today for
Any
eration

the au.zrtisement.

SAME
EATS

If You Are Worried Write

492 Vance Ave.. JA 7-4917

BEAUTY SHOP

as part

EXCITING AMUSEMENT ...
MAIL $3 for SWAMI to
V. HAMIUTON
64 West Randolph Street
Chicago 1,
Room 819

Business & Practical
Art College

Complete Beauty Service

lines
hes.

MITCHELL'S HOTEL -

GRIGGS

61 S. SECOND ST.
109 BEAU AVE.

Individual Styling
For
Lasting Beauty

JA 8-4751

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

*
*
*
*
*

The Tri-State Defender Isix
number -*kill be charged for

SANE RATS Al
ordinary
S

234 Linden Avenue.

odd rest, . telephone number.
ond complete descriptions of ladle, and
o ontlemen reeking Marriage and f
All races Local and world wide
CONTINENTAL CLUB
It.. 151
fogies... Calif

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL

Business College, Inc.
530 linden Ave.

24 PT.

and street or telephone, or

ship

E. V. WOLFF

Accounting

Nationally Advertised
HANAN & SON

erdiaary Mpg,

Mr and Mrs. A. Macco Walker and All and Mrs A. A.
Lotting, birthday dance complimenting Miss Jean Lotting and.,
Antonio NI, Walker. Jr., Universal Life Insurance Dining Hall, .-

USED PIANOS

Typing & Filing

Trading Stomps

ham

SANE RATS as 4
lint;

FOR RENT

Shorthand

JAckson 5-3794
MEN'S SHOES
GOODFRIEND'S

Tri•State Defender box numbers - the words comprising
the address - whether name

SAME RATS as 2
ordinary type.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23

MATRIMONIAL • PEN PAL
INTIODUCTIONS
!,1,,m0s

SATURDAY, JANUARY 2
LABORER
TRUCK SPECIALIST
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Beta Epsilon Omega chapter,
Bob Ford, 2103 Hunter St, Memphis
PIANOS TUNED
Tenn.
monthly meeting, Lelia Walker clubhouse, 6 p In.
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER 726 Hastings - 3 rms. ... 330.00 YOUNG initnetENT WOMAN DESIRES
Or
aitress
tis
work
Experienced
Repairs Estimated Here
319 So. Lauderdale
2 rms., waaher. Mrs. Dorothy PaGon. WH. 64488.
24 Years In Piano Tuning
bath
$41.00 48 For Sale Misc.
and Rebuilding
JAckson 8.2884 809 Henderson • 3 rms. ... $30.00
BREWER
2656 C&rnes • 3 rms., bath $40.00
1435 Washington - 3 rms., bath
BALDWIN- $175
HULBERT'S
KIMBALL-SUS
$4250
sits '
MEISTER
PRINTING CO.
$20901
- $105
REMINC1TON
990 Peach -3 rins.
CARI.E.N61.SON-0250
SMALL
Fast, Efficient, Dependable
PUMP PLAYER -8225
Service
LiMl411. nano MALES 40
Tell Us When 11-00 L•m•r - BR. 47906
JAckson 7-7291
You'll Get It Then
TREE.
HALL
MAHOGANY
ANTIQUE
By TOMMY PARKER
will swap for 4 dining chant or will
JA 7-3810
JA. 5-1031.
--358 Beale
MUSKRAT COAT- WAS 11495. NOW 4100
CURRENT COUPLES
Sandia Weshet_810 Two Living Room SCHOOL NEWS
chairs-$5 each. Call IA.4.1140 After 6 The Wonder high school of West R. L. Howard and Joan Hubs
p m.
Piano Lessons The Easy
Memphis' faculty and student bard, Ohre Carter and Ruby Hui*
Berl Olswanger Way
body would like to. wish you,- the 'bard Willie Harris and 0.r
LADIES'
MRS. GEORGE DODSON Free Transportation To and Fromi
people of the Mid-South a Merry Fletcher, Willie Weary and'
Beautiful 17-inch Imported
NECKLACE
PEARL
JAckson 7-9987
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc., p011,01 fu 01.iiioii5lli. aiti outfit. 1414111 Christmas and a Happy N e w tricia Whitaker. Peter Patterson
GOOD FOOD
oristoika el1t.
Year. Prof. L. R. Jackson, princi- and Willie L. Johnson, New
ONLY !LIM POSTPAID
-SPIRITUAL ADVISOR
Wiley and Ruthy Brown, A. B. Met
In Our Modern Restaurant
pal.
MRS. W LAWLER. fit Wexler Al'..
J.
N.
Atlantic
Highlands,
Harry Holmes, Owner
The Star Tone. Combo has com- Clendon and Phyllis Smith, NaDevi, P. C.
Perte and Willie Mad
engagements
thaniel
Slate"
"The Swami Spirit
pleted some of the
2401 Park Avenue
80 LOANS & MORTGAGES
for the holiday season. Rot they Simpson, Delois Strong and Jame*
"FORTUNE TELLER"
FA 7-9253
are looking for a better year in Banks, Pvt. !said Hanks -•a::
GIVE ANSWERS TO ANY
Janice Green, John L. Kelly" Ad
QUESTION
Toddy White, Bettie Chambera
SOCIAL NEWS
Ask the SWAMI any question about
The people of the town have and James Williams.
the Future, Present, Lovs, Cuba,
DAY RATES
made this statement: "I think I'm BEING TALKED ABOUT
Games and
Furniture
New
Heat
Steam
going to take a Christmas vaca• The "Foxy Eight" who jUal
It gives ANSWERS as if by magic,
lion." Among those people were won't wait. By the way they are
for anybody or money back. You "A HOME AWAY FROM HOME
A. B. McClendon, Charles Cam. all senior girls. In case you don't
will be amazed and amused.
84 East Calhoun Avenue
and Walter Ow-'

Key Punch
Data Processing

257 SOUTH MAIN

to position in column. T. E.
trill Forbid) orders subject
to change in rate without
notice.

30c
45c
80e
75e
5 Imps
512 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.

11 Special Services

Night & Day (lashes.

Lynom Floral Shop

No guarantee can he given as

15e per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
3 lines
4 lines

18 PT.

HOLIDAY SOCIAL CALENDAR
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 22
Dr and Mrs. Theron Northcross, cocktail party coatI/It• .
wilting Dr. and Mrs. Martin L. Edwards, Jr , 1832 South
Parkway East.

Perna's. W. MichigeM.

Miscellaneous

day. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

_ _

12 Noon Monday

Canceilations of want-ads can
• be
given until 12 noon Satur-

WH 8-7390

Cushitic' St.

1731

Want Ad
RATES

36 PT,

ENROLL

Road Service - Tires - Batteries
Motor Tune-Up - Broke Service
Wheel Alignment and Balancing

CLASSIFIED

DEADLIN ES

JA 1.3064

LI Instruction

BARBER SHOP

Work

PAPER, IFTEAMING. Sylvester

I PAINT,
wriebt.

• Skilled Barbers and Beauticians

W e Give

SERVICES

IF YOU WANT TO BE REAUTIFUL
visa FRIENDLY BEAUTY !SHOP. Lids
Orant Mgr. -- aNile
Thomas. Addle
Lester, Operator.

JA 6-9656

•

MEMPHIS
BAIL BOND AGENCY

RUFFLED SCARPS IRONED
Alm Fannie Washington. 364 flo. Pourin
4A. 14044
Apt C

JOHNSON'S BARBER SHOP
316 BEALE AVE.

.4'orieSO. Club,
• . /5 5 1,1- "15 1' HA 11CINeSti ETC halt .
HEZEDIAli CLUR. 1310 51.11 Chicago His
Ill 3end Nickel Par information,
WRITE Ti] CHRISTIAN FRIENDS. MEET
101111. rind old Miamian.. write C M14
Henri ities 201157 A CL, Pasadena (harden,

FRANK DON'T WANNA GET RICH!
SEE FRANK FOR

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
• WINES • BRANDIES • CORDIALS • GINS
HUNDREDS OF BRANDS
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
GIFT SIZES
Special Invitation to I

Airs

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main St. at Vance
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

sii0:0411Stai,Paali-gi-ObViWgiWatiMialiXA1

,

16

over Bettye Bowen. Essie Boyd

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

is definitely checking with a fellow at Melrose.
PALS by I. MAXWE1A.
WELL,
WHY,I GAVE YOU A
ME
Mary Wallace has learned her
Sat., Dec. 26, 1939
THE NICKEL
MORNINO,
NICKEL
THIS
alphabets which goes like this, ,C.
AN I'LL
PETE); AND YOU KNOW
A. D., and J. B. and J. W. B.
YOU CAN HAVE ONLY
and W. B. and W. If. Bernice
j
PLEASE, DAD, COULO
Walker and Eugene Parfet are
ONE A DAY!
what's happening. Autherine HolZ HAVE A NICKEL?
mon considers between Fred Ma.
lone, Tab Wilkge, and 'Alton
Mop, wait, hold it, never fear, is a Christmas party, Dec. 25, at Boyce, Melrose seems to stress
am here again with the latest 4906 Black, so keep eyes and ears fabulous girls. Shirley Newby and
happenings down and around this open and you'll be hearing a lot George Molten are the happenman's town, better known as from this club.
ings now but sometime, tomorrow
Memphis.
SPORTS
Marlyn Alexander will take over.
The holidays are stone what's Greetings from the court, sports Herbert Stout and Barbar, Maxgoing with the JacqueIs, Bondads, lovers around the big "H." This ine Hollingworth and Amos KelModel Teens, Turbans, Counts and year the gruesome game of the sey and M. B. Robert Askew, Cool,
the Voquettes. The Zetus Social round ball is underway and is off Robert Carpenter, cold, James
Pope, stormy weather.
club presents SPIRIT OF CHRIST- to a flying start.
MAS FUND, an annual affair to The season started with the Wild- Dorsey Sanders has lost his
belp needy families. Tickets are cats Dec. 7, with a defeat by the block of ice, in other words he has
on sale, contact members for them Lester Lions 57 to 60. Again Dec. lost his cool. Louis Woods is
King and Penny take 10 year old Randall, played by Steve McQueen.
bar.
13, the mighty blue and white of maintaining a certain amount of
ott 1854 Castes at.
Mickey to an amusement park and 8:00 to 8:30, MR. LUCKY. A
Mr. Wynn is a graduate of
coolness.
Hamilton
Calvin
went
Junior,
to
only
battle,
this
you
are
The Memphis Chapter of the
he wins a toy jet plane which be- prominent citizen resorts to deadCentral High school of Parkin.
Co-Ettes club is giving an annual time they came back in victory. hitting 20 or more points a game,
comes the hiding place for a smug- ly measures to recover his wife's
Charity Ball at LeMoyne college The Golden Wildcats of Melrose what's your excuse, I heard you
Ark., and is presently attending
gled valuable black pearl.
gambling losses to Mr. Lucky.
at 8 p. in. Dec. 30, benefiting the took advantage of every crook and would not give the girls a chance. Friday, Dec. 25
MI college in Holly Springs,
United Negro College Fund. The corner of this war, but a team that COUPLES
WEDDING
7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE PA- 12:30 to 1:30, HOPALONG CAS- played by John Vivyan.
Miss. The wedding was held at
theme is While Fantasy. It will will not be denied ended up with Ralph Jackson and Yvonne Hen- BEE, Ear/ Holliman stars in "Sun- SIDY, "Texas Masquerade" with 8:30 to 9:00, HAVE GUN, WILL By the time this is read James i
the Zion Chapel CME church in
be a jazzy night with Johnny Lon- a score of 58 to 56, with honors derson, Charles Terry and Brea- dance and the Bare Knuckled Bill Boyd, Andy Clyde. Hopalong TRAVEL, Paladin is hired by a
Wynn will have taken Miss Ruth Earle.
dan and his band and is strictly given to Oliver Ingram, Russell da Yettes, Lorraine Pettis and Ray- Fighters". Sundance promotes a rescue's oil land from a robber. notorious gang chief, just released
Pernell and Calvin Junior with mond Bell. Rose Cooper and Er- boxing match and is accused of banker,
from prison, o escort him and his Parr for his bride. Their wedding M. Pearl Fulgurn is back
Invitational.
vin Freeman, Williametta Parker plotting a swindle when the bet- 2:30 to 5:30, COPPER BOWL family to a new town. Richard was planned for Dec. 22. Her,home from her tour of Chicago,
A Santa Claus Hop was given 13 points each.
FOOTBALL, From Phoenix, Ari- Boone is starred.
In the gym Dec. 18, a few present Melrose and B. T. Washington and Frank Carr.
parents are Mrs. James E. Cole'Detroit and Flint, Mich. While in
ting stakes disappear.
Flint Mrs. F'ulgurn visited Mr. and
were Bertha William, Clyde and were the only two teams In the TOP SENIOR GIRLS
8:00 to 9:00. THE DESILU zona. Featuring the Southwest All- 9:00 to 9:30, GUNSMOKE. When and the late Thomas G. Parr. His
Stars composed of top players in two friends and ranch partners parents are Shelby Wynn and the Mrs. David Malone, former store
rercy Chalmers, Dorothy Fant, league at this time with a no lost Maxine Hollingworth, Shirlene PLAYHOUSE, "The
Desilu Rethe Southwest Conference, Big have a falling out, Matt makes late Mrs. Mandy Wynn of St. owners of West Memphis, Ark.
Rose Cooper, Claudette Greene, record, and both were defeated by Body, Wiliametta Parker, Bettye vieW", musical variety
show, feaEight, Skyline Conference and Bor- them settle the dispute by high Louis. The bride's parents are The Crittenden County Teachers
Ervin Freeman, Russell Pernell, he Hamilton Wildcats, which only Ewing, Pearlene Banks, Hazel turing Ann Southern,
Spring Bymeeting was held in Wonder High
Ehirley
Merriweather,
Lottse goes to show that the Wildcats Brown, Alice Morgan, Louise ington, Rory Calhoun and his wife, der Conference, against all-stars cards and then employs basic psy- from Earle.
Woods, Annie Stout and many oth- are surely out for the champion. Woods, Christene Boyd, and Tiny Life Baron; John Bromfield, the from other teams all over the chology to salvage the partner- Miss Parr, now Mrs. Wynn, was school Dec. 10. An interesting.
United
States called the National ship. James Arness stars.
prs.
graduated from Dunbar High program was rendered. L. B. Jackship this year. Next victim, Doug- Ribenson.
U. S. Marshal; Hugh O'Brian, Wilson, principal of the school, handTOP SENIOR BOYS
The Jaycerettez are planning lass.
liam Demarest, columnist Hedda All-Stars, for the Benefit of Cere. 0:30 to 10:00, SHOTGUN SLADE. school in our city and AM&N coltheir annual Charity Dance to Our hats are off to congratu- Joseph Watklin, Oliver Ingram, Hopper, and Lassie, appearing in brat Palsy.
"Gunnar Yensen" with Scott lege of Arkansas. She is presently led the introduction of the protnelp those less fortunate than late the boys who are doing such a William Terrell, Robert Flynn, separate vignettes and extending 5:30 to 8:00, ANNIE OAKLEY, Brady. Shotgun moves into a town a member of the faculty at Dun- gram.
themselves. Plan to start the new fine job on the court this season, Russell Pernell, Lawrence Fant, their personal holiday greetings. "Sharpshooter Annie". • Annie where all tradesmen have to kickyear right. Attend the Jaycerettes and to congratulate them also for Devoy Webster, John Sanders, Lucille Ball, Dezi Arnaz, William matches wits with a mysterious back protection money to racket- Markham sets a trap for her torNURSE SHORTAGE
charity dance Sunday, Jan. 3, at have been gentlemen, and that's Malfred Bolden and James Cun- Frawley, Vivien Vance and 16 masked bandit who plots to kill eers. He straightens things out menter. Martha Scott is featured.
ningham.
?Curries Club Tropicana. President, what it takes.
members of Lucille Ball's Desilu her. Gail Davis stars as A. 0. fast.
10:30 to 12:00, MILLION DOL- Washington — There is a criticJI
Eleanor Addison; reporter, Lor- Our hats are off again to you
6:30 to 7:30, PERRY MASON 10:00 to 10:30, M A RKH AM, LAR PLAYHOUSE, "Royal Scan- shortage of nurses in the U.S. and
Workshop theatre, also appear.
raine Petties.
INTERN STUDY
PIN THIS
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT ZONE, Perry gets involved in "The Case "Grave and Present Danger" with dal" with Tallulah Bankhead, Anne medical authorities estimate that
Helen West says to L. F., you New York — A total of
A newly organized club is the
about Steve Cochran stars in "What You of the Moth Eaten Mink" when Ray Alilland. When the life of a Baxter, William Eythe. Satire on by this year it has reached a fig*wing in the Dun-Tinco's Social went back on your word, Doris 5,000 physicians from 84
countries Need". A friendless grasping op. an attractive waitress runs out of great stage actress is threatened. the court of Catherine the Great. ure of .11,000.
rlub which has a heavy schedule Watkin and Troy Morris seems to train in the United
States in an lportunist encounters an elderly the restaurant where Perry is eat
for the holidays. First on the list be making it. W. P. ii stone gone average year,
taking their work man with the unusual power of ing, leaving a mink coat and her
in American hospitals scattered in foretelling the future and tries to paycheck behind. Perry's curiosimany states,
form a partnership. Ernest Truest ty is piqued. Raymond Burr and
Barbara Hale are starred,
co-stars.
7:30 to 8:00, WANTED DEAD'
TOOTH CARE
9:30 to 10:00, PERSON TO
OR ALIVE, Larry Dobkin Stars as
New York — Dental associations TO
PERSON, Charles Collingwood a murderer
turned magician who
believe one of seven U. S. adults visits with actor
Jean Pierre Au- nearly eludes
bounty hunter Josh
has never seen the inside of a, mont and
his wife, actress Marisa
Pavan at their Suburban Paris
home; and Claude Terrail, host of
the Tour d'Argent restaurant in
Paris, at his Paris home.
10:00 te 6:30, LATE MOVIE,
"Arsenic and Old Lace" with
Cary Grant, Josephine Hull, PriFor faster, mere complete relief of
scilla Lane, Raymond Massey.
headache, neuralgto, neuritis pains,
Hysterical comedy about two old
take SIANBASK Tablets or Powders.
After 35, irregularity often beladies who treat bachelors to poiSTANMK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
comes a problem. What you need is
soned wine.
something (hat aids nature and helps
—the combined action of severel
establish regularity. Such an aid to
meticalliapproved ihgredients in
Sat. Dec. 28
regularity is the daily use of SECIUTA14.
Otis
eaty-'4-take dose—eases anxiety
10:30
to 11:00, THE LONE
Here's medical evidence: A group of
and tension, starts bringing toff
men and women took SElVTAN daily
RANGER, "Broken Match" An
right
away.
under medical supervision. In case
ex-convict is mistakenly accused
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As the old year fades
we wish to take this
opportunity to extend our
thanks for serving you
MERRY CHRISTMAS
and
HAPPY NEW YEAR
To AU.
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CONSTIPATED?
Medical reports show

HEADACHE

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity,

THORNTON'S
Service Station

547 LINDEN AVENUE

_

Ph. JA 6-9306
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We are indeed thankful for the friendships
of those about us and the happiness that has come to
us as a result of these associations. May this Christmas
favor you with a season of genuine happiness
and content.

Union Protective Life Assurance Co.

ERUTA

368 Beak Ave.

Memphis, Tennessee
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A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
TO ALL
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We hope that all the boys and girls of Memphis
will be able to visit with that Merry Ole Gent,
Santa Claus, as he tours our city, laden with
gifts from Coca-Cola Bottling Company. Santo's
visit each year is our way of saying, "Thank You"
for your friendship and patronage.

From Your

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF MEMPHIS
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